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farm, Garden and Household,
Mole

Horse.

or

Cattle

A correspondent, "l- <■,,
( ountrv Gentleman, says ;
This' question is largely

ness,

be

governed by

obtained cheaper, kept cheaper,

JULY
Only.

manufacture <d

large figure-.

o.-uei

Irom

latigue

and

recuperates
less liable to hurts, is sure,r,,od walker, jianent. with other
I'here are those that,
lalities
,ml bad treatment,
io.
q. bad lineage
is Si nu ... them are --breaehy.■,,Shorn, diminutive, w ith other mntesiraA bad muli and an inferior
sie .pialitieleu-se i- not wanted on any farm
flier, i- .. prejudice against tin- mule
in. ,re

....

i.

is not entertained >\ tho-e who know
It is through ignorance
ntnial best
tnai thi- prejudo e .ii repugnance exists,
and ii i- ai a !•>-.- to tie farmer. What i•lear
that wi need more ot these
hybrids m do ,,ur w u i. The Smith and
West are i ready supplied, and the North
mil Hast Mill find it for their interest, to
use this animal.
My remarks have been
null

made on the -eoj-e ol economy mostly,
lor .-how and readme--. Imt principally
Ironi association, the horse will lie used
bv our northern and eastern farmers, who
are well-to-do and need bill a singleteam
to work t'.n-i
small farm-: or it a heavier

lmtter often

new

Farming.

One {Treat peculiarity of Arkansas : tin*
way in which l'arm hands arc paid, instead of lining fed and allowed so much a
month as wages, they are given a share ol
the protit, derived from tlie laud which

the\ cultivate. The landlord or planter
iurnishes land, houses, teams and tools,
while the laborer gives all his time and
supplies his own food. When the crop is
loree
.vqiiired, the tavorte carriage harvested and ready lor the market, it is
team is not likely to In dispensed with or divided between the master and servants.
rephieed l>\ a pair of hy brids, even ;l In this way an industrious and economical
rivals ot tie- hiu-e- or -uperior to them in farm hand, with a wife and three or four
1 he
appearance ami trustworthiness.
children, estimating that the family will
horse e m never be wholly displaced.
assist tiie lighter work during the busy
be
said
As in the ox team, it can hardly
season, can cultivate about fifteen acres ol
( heapness is its
i•
be a competitor
cotton and live acres of corn the product
recommendation. The yoke and chain are ol which can be s,> 1 < 1 in
average seasons
u- harness,
li keep compares favorably tor about si.r'.'iO. Of this sum.
according
with both the horse and mule: and so its to
tjie share system, the laborer receives
in
barit
is
cost
handy, always
original
about shin, and tin- master the balance.
and. it a good heavy- In addition to the
lies-. always ready
money thus earned, the
as
such
work
ifor
fitted
pair.
heavy
hand is allowed a small garden of hi- own,
three
hereof
work
s,.d
(doing the
and in the prairie districts "a range." on
plowing
ordinary horses. ) hauling heavy loads. Ac. which to teed his cows and
hogs. The
But its years ot ialior are comparatively mules and oxen are the
stock that are
only
few
It carcass, however, can be turned stall fed
during the working season.
off to advantage. But cattle whether
oxen, bull- or cows, w ill never supplant
the mule or tin- horse, f he little advantage
I!akj:d I!i asTliis most delightful
they afford is exceptional.
mid nutritions dish is frequently spoiled
ami rendered almost worthless, lor the
>
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Cheese

Making

Hu- M<>nr<m*

,utercsting

in

tbe

(\ mil

(Wis.) Sentinel

statistic1' in

regard

-on e
t"

the

ex-

tent. ol‘ the cheese manufacture ol' (been
L here are ten laccounty, in that State.
tone- in the county. and their products for

ot

The

knowing

how

to

oooL it

pis«j»cilv.

following recipe lor the use of a small
family, has been given by a lady, who has

long been distinguished i#r the excellence
cooking ot this celebrated New

of her

dish:
To bake a pint of beans. Wash clean
in cold water, and put to soak for an hour
or two in three pints ot lukewarm water.
:..U,eot)
Total I.imlairg cliei'][■'.
Then put the beans, together with the
l->t!.0,M* he.
T otal Swiss cheese.
water in which they were soaked, into a
Total Van ...4.TO,HOO lhs.
kettle, and parboil gently until they begin
I.ITU.OOO Ills.
to crack open, adding more water from
Petal,
When they
It i- estimated that the milk of 1 -Of.' time to time, if necessary.
-unstinted in this product ot the begin to crack open, put into them a small
iins is
the piece of well scarred fat salt pork, and, il
i,reen county cheese iactories and
“Several new factories you have it. a small piece of lean fresh
Sentinel says
and those that hate beef, and boil the whole together for iifteen
are now building
been already' in operation have increased minutes. Then take out the pork and
their eapacit’ and number of cows fully beef, and add to the beans lour cooking
rwentv-liw per rent, lor this years busi- spoonfuls of molasses, or less if you don’t
like them sweet, and a little line salt; then
ness
Ipon this the Chicago Inter-Ocean re- put the beans into a brown earthern bean
“While the whole country is pot with cover, place tlie pork and beef
markthe into them, the scarred end of the pork
deeply exercised ever the question oi
rate- ot transportation on Western procoming to the top of the. beans, pul on the
ducts to the seaboard, the llroen county cover and set the pot in the stove oven at
farmers are partly solving the problem by live or six o'clock in the afternoon, and
converting their crude, heavy produce in- bake gently until bedtime, adding water
to keej> them very moist and
to more valuable and less bulky substances.
prevent
is7;t, ineludingsome large
ire summed up as follows

A

great

victory

over

England

private dairies)

transportation

is

achieved bj the' farmer who converts Jiftyi\ pounds of corn into three pounds ot
T he farmer who milks his cows
•hee-c
..-Vera: vears and converts the lacteal fluid
into cheese, get- more money for them
than the farmer who sends his three year
old cattle to market lor beef, and, into the
hut
bargain, not only still has his cows,
cattle
prossesses a small herd ol younger
This is what the (ireen
tor the future.
to
county. Wisconsin, larmer.s are doing

transportation companies.

burning. Inthemorningwarmthoroughly,

and the beans are remit for breakfast.

Cleanse

the

Manger.

'I he mangers of horses, coves ami oxen.,
when supplied with cut fodder and meal,
frequently become offensively sour, in
eon sequence of the decomposition of the
wet meal that adheres to the corners of
the feed boxes. This is apt to be the ease
especially when animals do not lick the

If a small portion
corners entirely clean.
of feed is allowed to remain in the manger
only a portion ol a warm day it will become sour, and the offensive effluvia will
taint the entire manger, so that an animal
will often refuse to eat his accustomed
allowance, unless compelled by keen
hunger. The true way to manage mangers
is to scrape the corners clean at least,
twice per day, removing every particle of
1 found that a green
,-ents per pound.
rejected foot!, then, it the manger does
pumpkin, weighing from lb to gft pounds, not smell as sweet as a butter bowl, let the
would make about one pound ot wellcomers he washed out with hot water,
dressed dry pumpkin, and that is would
wiped clean and a handful of caustic
it
for
them
to
better
(as
my hogs
dry
pay
slacked lime be sprinkled in the manger.
than
it
would
be
done
)
could
very cheaply
If mangers are kept clean they will seldom
soaked
the
1
to sell them.
dry pumpkin become
offensively sour. If an animal
the
-ame
to
the
.n milk, and led
hogs: leaves a
portion of his feed, a new mess
an
they gained fast. I also dried rjuite
should never he given on the rejected
amount and barreled it to feed them tins
feed.
1 fed my lieep upon the green
s immer
ones two months, and it did very much
To Keep Hams iu Summer.
toward fattening -to which l sold for mutTin- (lermanlown
ton, and the to which 1 wintered never
Telegraph says;
1 commenced to feed my catdiit better
There are a number of modes given to
tle in September, and Iced some every day keep hams through the warm season free
It -aved me a vast amount from the attacks of insects. Some bag
until February
of feed. I am planting but a small amount them and whitewash the trigs, which is
ot corn, ami wish to raise a large amount troublesome and somewhat expensive:
ot pumpkins; so 1 plant them with my some cover them with dry wood ashes and
t arty ltose potatoes : their tops die early,
pack them in barrels; some pack them in
which will let in the sun and give the barrels and cover thoroughly with pine
M orros.
shavings, lint we think the best plan ot
pumpkins a ♦•hanen 10 grow
Maino Farm r.
all, and certainly the least expensive with
all who have a smoke-house, and every
Mr. b\ <> tanner should have a
>ini i’ on Oi.u Mr.AiM.iw.-.
good one, is to keep
Hill, in an address before a farmer's meet- the hams hang
up in the smoke-house,
ing at Mnrrisvillc, Vt., on t.ot.swold scoop, which should be kept perfectly dark at all
related the follow in" in connection with times. We have eaten hams so kept two
the etfeet of sheep on meadows :
years old. and they were among the very
To try the effect ot sheep on my mow1'niform darkness is
best we ever tasted.
1
took
a lot of about twenty acres
land,
ing
a complete protection against the attack
that
of pretty dry ground,
had not. been of insects.
ploughed for some fifteen years, but had
been occasionally top dressed, turning
Facts Worth Remembering.
them in as soon a* the grass started alter
feeding in quite
getting" the hay otf, Iand
Olit coi n is nearly twice a* nutritious as
In the spring turn them in pleas- soft new corn.
close
ant days until they can go to pasture. This
Offensive war against weeds is live
The grass times less
I have done but a lew years.
expensive than a defensive
has improved both in quality and in quan- one.
tity every year since thus managed. While
llay made in summer is much cheaper
cutting the grass the past season, the hay than to buy it in the winter.
makers said they should think there had
One evening at home in study is more
been a heavy top dressing of ashes applied, profitable than ten lounging about a
I
am
so
abundant.
was
the white clover
saloon, tavern, or even a railroad depot.
now satisfied by my own experience that
to
cows
t hese sheep are as much before
Adam and Eve escaped two serious ankeep up the mowing, as they are in the
pasture. To do this, we must have sheep noyances ot modern lovers. In the first
that will stay where you put them, and place, Eve had no mamma to make judithat can be easily handled. I can handle cious inquiries as to Adam’s social posiI can go tion, prospects ol matromony; and Adam
my sheep as 1 can my cows.
myself alone and drive any one of my full had no “governor” to see that he did not
blooded sheep to any part of the farm
throw himself away on n portionless girl.
circumvent

Pi Mi’KiN'. Last year I
Tin YaI.it.
raised id ox-cart loads of jmmpkins. with
Tin1 cart would hold
corn, from an acre.
4" bushels ot potatoes, i considered them
v valuable feed for stock, taking into conideration how cheaply they can lie raised.
! undertook to dry in toy apple dry-house
oiue tor market, and was ottered five
01
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a

gentle pressure, love.

within my ow n ;
look or two
As we strolled in the Helds alone:
Only a yearning kiss, love.
That rose from the heart of each :
<
inly an eloquent silence :
<>ur hearts too full lor speech.
arm

loving

a lew short words, love.
When 1 knew mv heart was thim*
a modest “yes," love.
And J know that thou wa<t min-.-:
»)nlv a year or two, love.
Till the time when we m:u wed :
•
»nly a life of bliss, love.
I util we both are dead.

Only
<

>nly

Paula.

We were married in .Time
ll was ]•»,ri
ary now, and the heaviest storm we'd
ever known.
The snow began at daybreak. and at noon there were two feet of
it lying up and down the mails.
I was
standing at the window watching for your
grandfather, l’.y and by I heard sicigli
I tells, and the black horse came
plunging
through the snow, and stood shaking oil'
a shower of it on the doorstep.
“Here’ssomething toryou. Sarah." said
my hnshnm!, as he walked in, bringing a

experience parcel wrapped in a man's cloak.
“\\ by. Barnet, what is it ?" I asked.
Vour grandfather said nothing. He was
a man of few words
lie walked
always
straight to the table, took nil' the cloak,
and there stood up a rosy, two-year old
boy, -taring with blue eyes wide open.
Tour gramitather look the baby in hiarm-, and brought it across the room to
me. and said, ••Sarah, .lames Vincent's
wife died last night, will you lake care ol

considerable difficulty in keeping the
tirkins sweet. A failure to accomplish
this very lre<|uent,]y entails upon the
manufacturer a severe loss, and to them
we present the following intormatior. concerning this matter which will be found
before packing
of considerable benefit
butter in new firkins, put them out of
doors in the vicinity of the well, till them
with water, and throw in a few handslull
of salt, hot them stand three or lour days,
and change the water once during that
Ill it f nr tirkins should be made of
time.
white oak. and this process clleetnnlh
takes out the acid contained in that wood,
and makes the firkin sweet. If the butter
is well made and rightly packed, it will
keep good all Summer, even it the firkin
be kept in store aboveground. To cleanse
old firkins in which butter has been packed
and left exposed some time to the air. till
with sour milk, and leave standing t went vfottr hours, then wash clean, and scald
with brine. This makes them as good siArkansas

Only

Of your

1

The question her.- ■•■nue- up pertinently
mule team should be
whether a horse or
employed where imt one i needed. There
a
re those wh" taki
pride in a mule team,
uul good active
e
even for
mules make a line appearance. The mules
\e enough, doeile. ol
an be obtained I.
g mil disposition. i!balocate even, and
ite lige n
1 see n rea m why it should
\ good mule is
mi be more preferred
he horse, endures
lha

■—«

m

part of them shrouded m dark
from the midst of which 'O !♦■,

flaring torch-light.

the

and is much longer-lived than either the
horse or the on besides, he is tougher,
less liable to injury and disease, ami has
I
Knowledge of One's Business.
more work in him where endurance is the
lie i- therefore the animal for the
test,
address
before
one
of
our
In the late
farm
where economy
is
considered, Dairymen's Associations, the following
lienee, when farming is largely carried truths were uttered:
on, the mule is not only the animal
•■Jt is one of the greatest mistakes of
wanted, hut he is lu tie ihe most profita- our farmers that, as a rule they suffer the
ble
buyers to know more about the quality j
A horse team, if a good one. as it should and value of farm products than is known i
it
It will last,
be, will cost say
by those whose labor makes them. The
properly Used, twenty years. Divide the buyer has tests which the farmer does not j
$300 by twenty and we have $1.> yearly have. 1 notice that when the wool-buyer
for wear
The interest of $800 is $21 per comes around he takes out his glass and
l'lu keeping ot the team : grain sees at a glance the structure ot the article
year
§7<
tal, $226 per year. in hand, and knows more about it than he
ha\ $ 1
-s
toi the manure, there will
who has toileil a year in its production.
Deducting
for a horse The same
tie left v to
early expei
theory is true of seeds. The
team
magnifier is applied to pork to see if it i-;
be raised or purchased at
in
\ mule
infested with trichina
I think it is true,
,.s- t,1st—shall we say one-third less?
as a rule, that
buyers ot farm products
a year (reckwear
but
$•'>
the
know more about them than the producers
making
ning the sen ice forty years, double that The man who knows the most always gets
of
sit.
ot tlw horse),
interes’
expense
the best ol the bargain. It is certain that
other bidder $K(J,
is power in making a trade.
feeding, say grain
knowledge
all amounting to $lt;< a year- a differ- It can
be put down as a rule that a
safely
r one-fourth.
And man, who for natural or artificial
e. annually of sh.
reasons,
yet the same amount of work, it not more, can see a hundred times as much a- his
which
fhitor.me
team,
is
will
know
the
markets."
performed,
neighbors,
In the course ot a man
average lifetime
:i tie
farm, will amount to a nice sum.
To Sweeten Butter Firkins.
V\ hero a .urge loree i- employed, the ad< >11 r readers who are
mut power will show
of
engaged in the
vantages
using
in

n

impetuous torrent, leaping and spatb ring
down, black as ink, and glittering in the

here there is much
circumstances.
work and a large amount of power employed the mule is the animal to use, as lie
an

-■

the upper

Teams?

writing to

in

this child fora week or -o?"
“Will I'.1 Ides- it : indeed I will."
Well that’s the way became Inn.-. < hi I
lingwortli. he'd been christened after some
ancestral Vincent or other, but of (‘nurse
we couldn't
call him ( liil eilhor. so we
called him Wilt, after a man vonr grandfather liked years before.
That day just at night. Sam I la-lings
boy came to tell your grandfather that
I tea. Nash was taken with a stroke, and
he was wanted there directly. A great
hand to care for sick folksyottr grandfather
always was So he put on his overcoat.
kissed me good night, and left me there
alone with file baby
The lured man -lepi in the house, and
I had a little girl I welve years old lor help :
lor. though -ii’ were well to do in tin*
w orld, there were lewrr servants in those
day-than there are now. I took the child
to my bed and left the light burning.
Such
a night as that was.
The wind roared
round the corners of the house and piled
the snow in great drifts, and every time it
stilled I eould hear, loud like thunder, the
waves break on the beach, tour miles oil'.
Something ailed me that 1 couldn't sleep,
and I fancied 1 eould hear the gun boom
from some distressed ship out at sea. I'mall the Saiidmouth men followed the sea,
and a storm there was a dilVcTent thing
from what it is to quiet inland folks. Then,
too. this bain's father,—the little thing
lying there warm with sleep, his gnat
loose curls tossed about on the pillow—
this baby's father was a sailor, and who
knew where hi> might he that night. God
knew, indeed, and dames Vincent was
nearer port than any ot u- thought.
At last a quiet stole over me, and I fell
asleep, with .Marjorie's child upon my arm.
But the first thing I saw in the morning
when 1 put hack the curtain was a sled
passing, and on it a body, still' and frozen
in sailor's clothes.
There had been guns,
indeed, and a -hip bad gone to pieces oil
Sandmontli rocks, and dames Vincent was
drowned. K very body said “what a pity."
and max be it was, but somehow 1 couldn't
the Chilli
look :tl il so. Amt all that
playing on the rug beside me, and 1 stitching away on my dainty sewing, and the
snow
lying all around outside as white
and |inre as the heaven it came from, all
that day I couldn't help thinking of the
surprise, the happy meeting up there,
when Marjorie, with her baby in her arms,
should look up into her husband's lace,—
the husband who had come into port that
“And so lie bringeth them
stormy night
to their desired haven." Old ('apt. (.’lark
says that is the host verso in the Bible,
and 1 suppose it is to him. Well. I'm
afraid I've made a long story, but when
the week was passed and another place
found for the child, somehow I couldn't
let him go.
So tail as our boy grew to be, *i\ feet
in his stockings, anil as straight as a mast.
Many a time as L watched him walk oft
down the yard 1 would hud myself saying,
•‘Servants upon horses,” and ‘■princes
He
walking as servants upon the earth
was eighteen when he went out first male
lie had been
of the schooner Cape Ann.
out before, for he was always crazy lor the
sea.
He, was gone two years, and it was
We heard
a dune day when he came back.
the C ape Ann had made port, and I had
but just time to think ot the good news
when Wirt burst into the sitting-room.
•■Here 1 am, little mother!” and he
caught me in his arms: he always had
such hearty ways this boy of mine. “And
mother, here's somebody else.” and lie led
forward a dark little girl twelve years old
“A girl, Wirt, where did you pick
or so.
her up'.'” 1 asked, astonished.
••(). they grow where I've been," lie said
merrily, and, indeed, ! thought he was
right as I looked down at the dark, foreignfaced child, who stood fast by Wirt. I felt
itail over me in a moment that she brought
no good to the house, but I was ashamed
ight away, and so I bent and kissed her.
“That's my own loving mamma,” cried
Wirt, “I knew you couldn’t resist, her.”
it, was more than hall for his sake alter
all. That night, sitting upon the piazza,
the air heavy with orchard blooms, and
the smell of the sea, after the children
were all tucked into bed, the stranger
among the rest, Wirt told me how in the
bav of Biscay, one stormy night, they had
heard signals ol distress from a vessel in
the oiling, and in the morning they had
found only this child in her night clothes,
asleep on her Heating mattress. “She
talked some foreign gibberish,” he said,
“Spanish perhaps, but we could have no
idea who she was, or where she came from.
The women on board rigged her up the
best way they could, and here she is.”
“What do you mean to do with her?” I
asked, wondering what such a young man
as lie could do for such a child.
“Mother,” said Wirt, and lie stopped
It was
walking up and down the piazza
a way he had from pacing up and down I
the ship's deck, I suppose, and now he was
practising to get his land legs on. •Mother.

keep her myself"
“Very well.” 1 said, for I never could
oppose anything in reason among my chil1 mean to

dren.

■‘1 don't,know bill it’s strange'" lie went
“but the fact is, I got; Ibml of her
working for her on shipboard.”
I could understand that. Folks get, fond
ot things they work for, if it’s nothing
on,

than a lamb brought up by hand, or
poor kitten. So I said.
“Just as you please, Wirt, and she can
have the portico chamber, and she can go
to school with Alice and Fanny.
“And whatever expense there i* about
it I'll be bound for,” said Wirt.
“Never mind that.”
“Yes,but I think its best to have things
straight to begin with.”
Then he tell to talking about his cruise,
and it was better than a play any time to
hear Wirt tell of the foreign parts where
he’d been. lie would tell of the mosques
and minarets, the muezzins, and the veiled women with their wonderful black eyes,
and Wirt would make his own big blue
Black
ones glint at the thought of them.
him like a magnet. Opeyes always drew
posites always draw; you may mark that
the world over. I thought of all this in a
minute when Paula, that was her name,
when she stood before mi’ that June day.
And 1 think that my heart went down a
little: but 1 forgot it afterwards, she was
more

a

30,
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And now again ht
pauses, where the waters flow gem I v, and
the silence is all blit unbroken.
Listen lor a moment.
Imagine thu:
you are alone, and faraway from day-light
and from human help, ami that through
those hideous galleries comes a sound !
rushing waters—the lirst indication ot
t
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scramble tor a place ot safety. but t> i.
thousand pipes. ami spouts atnl gallic- :ir*
"Oil.
But
so
ciicd
innocent.
there
are
:uul
and
In
child,'’
one
a
Ground.
recent
mother,
Under
time,
simple
young,
improvement they pouring down ••storm-water" amt in a
there came a time when 1 remembered it. many tilings sadder than death. 1 thought,
follow
in
each
other
succesrapid
1-ike a hugV l'orest. London has lor cen- may
very lew seconds the seething flood i
ilow short those days seem as I look back as I stroked my boy's hair, and coddled
sion. The pipes are laid into the new
turies been growing and .spreading
rising around you. Wildly you struggle
Its
him.
and
tried
as
1
hmv
isn't
best
knew
to
comthem.
From
twelve
to
sixteen
!
and
have
an
ot
upon
aggregate length
on, hut the waters rise with mcrcile.—
streets have been creeping out in till direc- building
a ; fort
him.
1
how
much
easier
but
to
makes
from
twelve
sixteen
remiles.
the
thought
long,
Among
rapidity, and threatens to earn you oil
tions, its buildings have crowded together j nearly eighteen
great difference in girls. Wirt went on a I’uula's death could have been borne.
closer and closer, and its steeples and j markable features of lower London are your leet. Higher anil higher they surge :
lour year's cruise. lie left l’aula a child,
Well, 1 lound out afterwards, she had
the
wine-vaults of the dock-. They have y our light is
and then come
towers, its monuments and factory chim- j
extinguished,
lie came back and found her no child.
gone with a military man, a certain (lenbeen often described, but they lie. a little the end. One
wild shriek, one frantic
have reared their heads higher and
It was June again and Paula strolled in j eral French, whom she had met in New neys
out (d the beat of the average
cockney, struggle, and yon arc swept away through
from the garden in her black dross, She i ^ ork, a fascinating man ot middle age. higher.
and far away hum the regions that are that awlul
And iust as in the ease of tile forest the
gloom! This is notan imaglie
had
a
wife
he
divorced
had a passion for dark colors and intense
found to attract the visitor from
somewhere;
if grows and the more it spreads, usually
case;
inary
only at the beginning of last
longer
had
never
loved her. 1 think he really did
the provinces; and, except those who
contrasts; she was very dark herself, .she
two poor fellows died this dreadful
the deeper and thicker it strikes its roots,
August
love
came in with a basket of scarlet geraniPaula. But it was a strange way he
have business there, few
ever see
so has the
metropolis gone on thrusting them. Ot this kind of personshowever, death, and others hut narrowly escaped
ums, one of the v ivid blossoms in her hair, had of showing it. stealing her away at out its
thing,
innumerable
the
earth
radicles
until
there is nothing more curiou- in exist“Ah, he comes!" and she gave a little midnight. Madame Ten Kyke had broken beneath lias become, as it
A Sheaf of 'Wit's Arrows.
were, a tangled
ence, and no visitor, who has ;lll opporcry, let fall the basket and sprang to meet the news to Wirt in the .school parlor. At mass of roots, without which London
A
lady with a taste for gathering tip
of a brief ramble in them, should
my captain. I saw him look down at once first lie had raved like a madman: then would as
certainly and almost as speedily, i tunity
with his great honest eyes, 1 saw the coy getting calmer he had started to leave the
leav e London without doing so. it j, not sharp sayings sends us the following eelwither away as would the forest, if all bhway in which she dropped her lashes and house, had snatched the red shawl front nenth the soil were cut from it.
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delay,
ed. and the two came towards me there lose the picture of that poor distracted
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worthy ot special notice; but there that while yo ruing during a Sabbath
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fellow striding bareheaded down the path, be opened up to view, even ot those who are several
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that combine to do so.
things
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she
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j'uirs, and
fancy they have an intimate knowledge of
there before.
Wirt only said ■•kittle trailing that red shawl.
Ill the tirst place, tilt1 wa\ to these evening's courtship,
was with difficulty brought into a smiling
the great city, there are not a tew who
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a
blow,
lie
had been so
mother, how handsome you've grown."
dreamy, silent regions usually leads the state by surgical assistance!
kind to her. lie had spared nothing to would be astonished to discover that the visitor
but he looked at Paula.
through tin1 busiest part of the
A remarkably cadaverous looking pod
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with
which
are familiar is j
make
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liven on that last voy^he would not have been called a beauty.
busiest city in the world. There is no recited
happy
hut
a poem descriptive m :i country
a part ot the whole, and that beneath
he
had brought home a cainphorwood
Slu* was dark and her nose was too long,
age
more curious contrast to be met with in
their feet is another London—a neither
walk-in which the following couplet or
her mouth too wide, and her chin too } eiiest with strong brass clasps, IromCalthan
that
the stranger eurred:
which
London,
toll of strange sights, weird sounds,
But site had a way with hii' : ciitta, and though it was carried up to his world,
si|iiar<‘.
•■Tin* redbreast, with his 1'in’iive tune •.
and ceaseless motion, and peopled l>y no experiences in passing from the bustle
which, do what yon would, you couldn't j mom unopened, 1 knew it was full ot
and uproar of the city into one of these
I cnies and looks at me askance."
inconsiderable number of human beimrs.
resist.
Then that voice of hers, low and treasures gathered for Paula.
All. that
mazes.
gloomy
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A strange spectacle would this lower
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smooth, with a bewitching little hall in it wretched girl, what a heart -he had thrown
1 test-ending a short tlight of steps, the it had been a carrion-crow lie would hm
London present if, by any means, we could
which told of something away in that lor- j away.
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A gentleman traveling in the combii
cign land w here >he had had her birt h. So
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and
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ami Wir| being w hat lie was. I could not j brought back poor and dying to our door.
road go. my lad
‘-Well, I don't knot,
and wires, subterranean galleries, dark primitive and old-fashioned affair. Very
be surprised when one day 1 found this That is how such stories end in books, and
and preceded where il goes, hut it's alwav- In re when
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by
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gloomy dwellings. Here by one of the genii of the place, the ad- I come along."
Men. French took his wife
note on my dressing table.
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shafts of daylight would
“Dear little mamma. The Cape Ann abroail. and when the war broke out he pale ghostly
Madame do tlenlis n*v reprove.i t.ci
venturer plunges into the gloom ot a
lie was in the regular army gleam down on to tracks of shining met- world in which the streets are formed ol librarian ter putting book' written 1
sails to-morrow. J go out for the last time. came -nek
which railway trains, with their
als.
along
When I come back I'm to settle down in and a iiian of mark. The country needed
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go
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be aialeof the home emit. Congratulate rapidly Hi-wild was much talked of in
head. notwithstanding the torches and a a prayer-book between them.'
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the cities, and when her husband was
me little mamma, for it's loo good to lie
oil lamp hung here and
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beneath the bed of the Thames with till dejected-looking
true."
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there, all is black as a funeral pall, luis t-lieir choice articles |o prop.
; killed ai- will loll all to Id- ••dear wife,
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its shipping.
Paula French''
She lives in New York.
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only by raising your glimmering torch to a gentleman a lew davs -'nice ,,a aligh'
Yonder
are clusters ol human beings
And M irlFor years I believed lie
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wit.
the vaulted roof, that you discover one of ing from a stage eoaeli. entrusted 1
like vermin in and out, dark,
hall ami met Wirt coming up the stairs I would never marry.
All the eomlorf lie crawling
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by
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liic^is and by changed hi- position from a mer- ous galleries, where darkness itself seems ! thousand fantastic forms. This b very country .'' drawled ihe 1 ravel.-r
(hough lie was looking into a younger face j c hant vessel to one ol the < 'mint'd steam- to have iestooned the roots with a
| curious, but what is still more -o, is the then and straddle this 'ere pnmpkie vi:
growth fad that these roofs are often found to 'Twill grow and carry yon I
than mine
erf was all one with the way things |
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“And here she comes.
l produce
Paula dear, came to pass in this world that on his very
that 'ere beast. I guess.
good, wholesome mushrooms
roar of the trallie overhead, are still as the
first trip home my boy should bring the 1
it I- a curious fact that tin- 11:1m.
come, and mother can bless us both toThere are seven of those vaults, the
tomb.
Or the light of daring torches reFacet —Fnglish lather. (Ireek mother and
extent of which may be gathered Irani so many oi the leading men ol on.gether."
veals them groping amid torrents, some
1 turned and watched her a.- she came their '■!!(■ child. Irena
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I oomlbrtabh warm. I!ut for an oceasion- fains of their day end in the -am.- way
enough P* -atisfy him. no doubt. Ah. her. miming up and down the garden messengers
b\ their own vital ener! al dull rumble overhead, tin* place is as Napoleon. Nelson and Wellington.
well, there are things to forget and things walks, her long fair hair living on the | pelled seemingly
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to remember.
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The world
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Not far from a certain city live- ■
one, and she fancied wrapping herself in
now
the
wile
herself,
once
proudly styled
Instead of this, never pour a pail ot water down a drain tinman who lias seven
to lie delivered by hand.
it cool evenings on the beach.
grown up dsn-yi,
the widow of Jerome Bonaparte. king!
hoxvever, it is deposited in a "carrier.'' but they may be ipiite 'lire that, at the tors. They are rather lively girl“Pallia is dead." I thought. And again of
fin
brilliant
and
!
Beautiful,
of ihat mysterious little
Westphalia.
is
in
the
tube.
which
then
depth
deepest
simply placed
1 said, “Oil, my boy, what has happened ?”
father, who is an ardent admirer ol IDu
or other is making
aristocratic, Miss Patterson married him. A steam
in
a bias!
somebody
forces
aperture,
engine instantly
“Oh, it’s nothing, mother,” and the bit- then *111 unknown
thornc, calls his residence ■•The II.m-. .•;
stranger, against the of air behind it, and axvay it Hies, and in way for it.
ter tone, the pride of it, frightened me, so wishes
the Seven Dabblers"
In
and counsel ol all her IFiends.
Kenout
at
<>I
lie
taken
consent
the
about a minute it will
With thf1
proper authoriA sailor at New York hail ju-t land,
sweet, tender and loving as iny boy al- a few months
imperial and church Street, a distance of nine hundred ties, and innItToHii-ij-nt guidance,
Napoleon,
any one trom New Orleans, where lln-.t ate drain
ways was.
a kingdom for his
imperious,
conjured
tip
a
same
and eighty yards. In the
who is not loo delicately constituted nm in®-the swamp and rndeavoiing in lea*
xvay
“Nothing, only she's gone.'
brother, and bade him come to it. Wo
“Dead? Then God’s will be done." I all know the condition on which it was message arriving at the Kcnchuroh Street inspect these lower regions with period the plantations above the city Ir.ini the
station for delivery in Telegraph Street is safety. He will mpiire to encase himself overflows ol the -Mississippi, who h had
answered.
ottered : weal! knowhow if was accepted;
inserted in the tube, and sucked to its in aseworman’s costume—:i "sou'wester,
-lack was telling
“His will is likely to lie done, or- the marital
burst its banks there,
much
in
stood
never
obligations
destination.
a rough guernsey, strapped rouml the
a.t
to his friend the dismal story of the
devil’s. P>ut she isn't dead, she's run away, the
|
Mine,
of
ihe
way
Bonaparte family.
that's all.” And walking up and down, and
There are at present thirteen stations ; w:iist. a pair ot stout gloves, anil a pair of state of affairs at the eolith. .Inst as h.old
is
and
very
pel’alterson-lionupnrte
attired he
got opposite to a store on Cedar street
waving the red shawl fiercely, and 1 am culiar. ller son Jerome, who never saw on this unflergrouiul railway, or rather, tall water-proof hoots : and thus
will make his way to one of those large under which two men were pumping .ml
sure, unconsciously, ho told me.
his father, is dead, but his widow and system of railways—lor, with the excep“That was the shame ot it, mother, to child, a third Jerome with unmistakable tion of tlie line between Telegraph street gratings often to he seen standing open in a cellar, Jack cried, "My eyes. Ned. only
( reeping down by means
look here. New York has sprung a had..
go skulking off between days, and because Bonaparte face, are living in Baltimore. awl West Strand, which has the General the pavement.
in the brick too.”
she was afraid to see me. She needn't. II
I’ost Office and Temple liar tor interme- of rings tixed for the purpose
erie.l
"iSo 1 ant between two tailors,
she had come and told me she loved him 1
diate stations, each station has a separate work.die may perhaps find himself at the
Tlie following case of rat-iocination is j tube—the existence of which does not head of a flight of stone steps, leading a
would have compassed sea and land to
dandy at a public table w here a couple
A
into
the
dark.
■■After a seem to be
stick, of young tailors were seated, who had
bring them together. Did I want her tolil by the ISrookfield Nows:
generally known, and per- down indefinitely
without her heart ?
Hut this shameful shower a few days since, a number of rats haps comparatively tew ot the passen- with a candle at the end of it. or—as it just started in business for them-elve
in order to avoid any “True,” was the reply. “we are begin
elopement. Ah. what a rascal that mail were seen to go down the roof of the old gers along several of our most crowded ought rather to be,
must be.
I don’t blame her, mother. < >1 ('owe and llatherway hotel. West lSrook- thoroughlares are at all aware that, while risk from explosive gases-—a safety lamp,
net’s, and can onl\ atlord to keep one
us.
lield, to the eve-trough to drink. A party
course she couldn’t love me if she couldn’t.”
is flashing intelligence along is now handed to him, and he descends to **
goose between
electricity
In giving geography lc.s-.nns Down
He stopped and looked out at the arch ol watching their movements counted twenty the tvires over their heads, these little the brink ot an impetuous stream, black
the gate where last year they had said one, and among them was an old rat with missives are whizzing and darting about and glistening. Protected by his water- Last, a teacher asked a boy what state Ingood-bye. Then he glanced down at the tive young ones, approach the spout, the just under their feet. The service, per- proof boots, the explorer steps boldly into lived itt, and was amazed at the reply
\ state
shawl in his hand, wrinkled and dusty, its old mother holding a straw in her mouth, formed by these modern .Mercuries may the current, and makes his way along drawled through the boy's nose.
fringes trailing dry leaves and splinters, and the live little ones each held the straw, be estimated from the tact that between vaulted galleries, in the sides of which arc of sin and misery.’’
ot the
glanced down as though this was the lirst and were led in this manner to the edge two of the stations as many as fifteen the traps forming the bottomsIrom
the
various small channels carried
consciousness lie had ol its existence. and placed in a row. The old one then hundred messages a day pass to and fro.
A youth who attended a Scotch rexival
Then, all at once, possibly it was the takes the first one, winding her tail around
In the new i’ost Office, premises now in houses to the streets.
lor the fun of the tiling ironically
meeting
a
dark,
it
follows
down to the water, then course of completion in St. Martin's-legur^iiu^
At one time he
memory of Paula’s pretty shoulders, as lie it, letting
of the minister “whether 1 e
inquired
scarce
it
to the right in the row of small
hig enough could work a miracle or not?" The young
used to wrap them around in (Ills shawl, placing
Grand, this pneumatic system will be a rivulet into a jiassagc
and
at
through,
perhaps the good-bye under the clematis’ rats. Then she takes the one at the left, prominent feature, and these underground to allow Mm to squeeze
man’s curiosity was fully satisfied hv tinmiddle ot a huge
arch; 1 don’t know what it was, 1 can and lotting it down to drink, places it travelers are likely to be multiplied in- another he stands in the so
him out of the church,
minister
in
or
I'eet
diameter, with the kicking
“We cannot work
only tell that it seemed to come over him to the right again, and so on with the definitely. Instead of the engines now in circular drain, tendull
maledictory,
reverberations of the
all at once, and with a quick movement whole; after which they all take hold of use in Telegraph street, for condensing along which the
blit we can cast out devils!"
miracles,
he filing the shawl away, tiling liimsell on the straw, and the mother takes the and rarefying the air, which are some- world above are rolling backwards with a
the floor at my feet, his sobbing face in straw in her mouth and leads them back thing tinder 111 horse-power, there are sullen, solemn roar, that corresponds well
An editor at a dinner tattle, being asked if |„into their hole."’
here three engines, each ol 50 horse- with the gloomy Hood hurrying through would take some pudding replied, in a tit of abmy lap.
Now
solitudes.
the
advendreadful
:
Owing to a crowd of other matter
these
straction
‘“Poor fellow,” murmured Fannv. listenWhere did Noah preserve the bee- during the power; and whereas only one carrier
room for it,"
ennld traverse a section of the line at any turer halts at the foot nl a flight of steps. we are unable to lind
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A tremendous lall ol
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—BY

ol

loss

great

MoliMN(i
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were

up in the streets.

streets arc

cpr.re

agent for tin1 publisher of this paper, and his receiptuud orders arc always recognized.
45S'(ii.o. P. Howti.i & C’o., 10 Park How, New

plowed

Some of the cross
almost impassable and will ro-

large expenditures

lor

repairs.

York, will receive advertisements lor this paper, at
Their orders will receive prompt
the lowest rates.
attention.
4f^HoK\<’F Dodd, 1j1 Washington St Boston,
Is an authorized -Agent lor the Journal

The

.Madison Avenue and Vista .Sr
burst ami immediately the whole upper
Admin'istkatoks, Fa Fer rous and Gr kdi.a ns
<*n
part ot the city was inundated.
desiring their advertisements published in the JemSpring Garden street several houses were mil will please *0 state to tT::> < >urt.
swept away, causing a large loss ol life.
SUBSCRIBFRS desiring to have tin- undress of
It is reported that do bodies have thus far
papers changed, must state the Fust Office to which
been recovered.
The damage on the thr paper has bet u -.-nt is w« 11 as th one t<> which
south side is also great, as a large nttm- it is to go
ci of stables and other buildings wore
i’aik How. ,\. w York,
j#.#*Baths & I.iu ki
-wept away.
are authorized
for procuring advertis* meats
flic loss of life by the llood is appall- tor the .Journal. agent'
ing. Thirty-eight bodies have been renotice of the
to iak
Subscribers are
covered in Hatcher's Hun district in Alle- itaie outlie coloredrequested
slips attached to the paper. It
For instance,
.now
used.
is
tin
of
and
as
form
only
receipt
ghany City
many more arc missing l.'>
May :f, means that the subscription i< paid to that
who are .-opposed to have been lost
The
date
When a new payment is made, the date will
havoc in Mood's Hun is fcarlul.
The be changed to correspond, ami SL'BSFRIBFHS ABF
i mini dates auk
pTie. w:i- a period sheet of water. Nine ki;^l i:sri:i) to si;f. tha
Subscribed in arrears are requested to
o.lie- have been recovered there thus CORBITT.
forwanl tin- sums due
t.u
and live or six other persons are
•till missing. A whole block of buildings
&£Tn sending money, state TH1 i‘Os l OFFl*T.
was
swept away in that district and five to which the paper is scut
persons perished in the Hood there.
sewer on
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A WAN

Joseph Titcomb,

than a mile out on Spring
Avenue, Alleghany Citv, the
marks oi
destruction are everywhere
■•eon.
The houses are thrown together in
heaps. Some 20 or .">0 slaughter houses
on the avenue were washed
away, and
manv
buildings that were not totally de'. \ed are
seriously damaged. The water
rising to the height of 10 feet flooded
t..
lirst floors of all the houses and in
many places the second stories. Several
houses were swept into the middle ot the
street and others carried off hundreds of
yards and shattered to pieces. A house
containing two or three families at the
rear of Centre street was
destroyed and
it i' snppUSed all the inmates were lost.
! or more

OF KJ.X.N Flir X1-..

Questions that

Must

be

Answered.

The resolution ol the .Maine Democracy that the form of our government calls
for local control of local affairs, states a
principle that is exciting much attention
all over the country. The administration
is desired to answer the query why ccr
tain States are still governed by edicts lrom

'Washington. The Indianapolis Sentinel
that notwithstanding the general
I says
conviction
I nr TORRENT SWEEPS AX.I. BFJORE IT.
spreading among the people
j
I:. Iemperanceville and Saw Mill liun ! that the system of reconstruction as eardements made sad havoc
The fierce I ried out by the republican party lias been
t
t
i- oi rain swelled
every little tribu- one ot fraud and oppression, there are
j
tary f Saw Mil; Ku:. into a boiling stream indications
that the partizan* ol the ad1 tin accumulating waters rushed with |
■Tes:-tilde fury down the valley, sweeping ministration intend to go belore tho eottnj
everything in its course. The tract of | try once more on the same old issue ot
devastation i- marked by the wreck oi sectional
animosity. After forming State
buildings and bridges, immense heaps of j
with the purpose 01 .strength|
governments
-b neof
and
the
driftwood,
large piles
rn and
ragged sides of hills where the I Piling the party instead of ruling the
"'"ter surged and
gnawed into their very | people, niter maintaining in ome States

vitals

The iron bridge crossing Saw
Mil! Run at Main st. and live other bridges
above were swept away
At Mclaughlfn's
about 11 miles west on the Pan Handle
Railroad 11 persons are i eported drowned,
d=o hundreds of cattle, horses,
sheep,ect

missing

;

i

j

thought that fully two hundred
person lost their live- in the disastrous
dot'd
Names ot missing are continually
>
tuning in The extent of territory included in the damage is not less than 30
to
mile- in diameter.
The escape of
Pittsbu:... lying as it does in the centre of
this ■; irelc, j-- miraculus.
L:u»-i ••spatehes gives fuller particulars
1 lie flDt■■ i wa
produced by the bursting
water

a

■

>un:

!

Spoilt, resulting

of two

says
half

dorm

hour it did

clouds
not

sources

the

j

Strong

building

help.
whirling

went
was seen no more.
men were found with their

clothwith the
agonizing throws ol death struggles written plainly on their faces; some with their
hands cut and bleeding from nnils and
splinters while vainly grasping for life.
The last woman found was a young
mother; close on her breast she held her
baby in a grasp so tight that it was with
difficulty removed. Others were in positions which showed that
they had not
yielded without a struggle.
ing

torn

trom their

bodies;

Shocking Suicide. The

some

of confidence—the

sycophant

•=

of

effrontery
the victims

charge

of malice and

bigotry

for the last

Newport_

It appears that for some days Sanborn
had not been in Ids usual spirits, and Ids
parents thought idm sick. Thursday
evening, after finishing work, he started
down the road toward a spring about
fifteen rods from the house. His father
followed him, and first saw him upon his
knees with a razor in his hand, with which
he proceeded to inflict a fearful
gash in
his throat
nearly severing the windpipe.
His father shouted to him and called
for
Help, but young Sanborn paid no attengou to the
entreaty, and, rising to his
tret, cut and hacked his neck acain in
a
shocking mantlet, and fell to the ground
covered with blood just as his father
reached him. He was taken
up and'conveyed to the house still living, and medical aid summoned; but he lingered
only
until 8.30 o'clock yesterday mornino-. Deceased was about twenty-eight
years ot age and unmarried; he belonged
to a highly respectable family, and much
beloved by his neighbors anti friends. No
cause is assigned for his act,

or'thirty

The lesson of all this is that ii the whole

I people
i

of the s«uth deserved

punishment

at the hand

folly

of the government, it was
to choose that form ot punishment

which

made

them

Such an

negroes.
ral and

subordinate to the

arrangement is

unnatu-

can not continue.
We have entrusted them with universal suffrage. We
must not hold them in eternal tutelage.

A writer in the Camden Herald of last
week urges the

strike for

I

.f

ent

found,

people

railroad eonneetion

a

existing
we

of that town to

schemes

think, the

independ-

This will he

policy

true

for that

lr has the

town,

sure

a

storm of

indignation

which will

clear the unhealthy air.
In the great
work ot searching out and bringing forward tho misdemeanors of the tools of
the administration, the leading paper of
the republican party has borne an honorable share. \\ ith iho South < ’arolina letters of the New York Times as a basis of

file season i- now ton far advanced to cvpivt
practical re alts before the Huy and Hirer
charter will expire tiy limitation t and when itcareer of spasmodic delusions shall have ended,
ii i hoped that Camden will cut herself eleiu
of thi- snarl of mysteries, and procure a charter for a road to Koeklamt or Warren, and with
the organized efforts of our citizens, we doubt
not that some means will be devised in which
it will lie built.
if thi
linnld lie accomplished, and at a lie
ture day. the up river towns manifest a determination to establish the shore line. C amden
will, at lens], be as well situated to give support to the nteipri e as she i- at the pre-i in
time.
any

1 hat mild amt
•

tu<>

ft

cooling beverage, water,

oilijnnt

in

some

solely

of the southern States are due

to the former

rebels, this powerful

argument may bo adduced. The states
which recovered first from the control ot
the general government, and assumed into

their

own

..C

<.

>

it

t

>tat

ton

lit

tl«-

limerock bailiwick, anil tlie Free Press
the soulless manner in
complains ot
which it is dealt out."
Not only that, hut
there is “complaint, ot incivility or extortion" i'rom “the contemptible agent who
*•

rules the affairs
don’t

ot

the

company."

remember to have

seen

We

anything

than this applied to the exhilarating fluids that haveeonte tons from
our ancestors
Shall we have to .compromise on lager boor as the bovo"ugo of
peace ?
more

severe

I ho return of ('ol.

Thayer to the management of the Mansion IIouso, at Augusta, has boon tnailo tho occasion of a
thorough renovation of that tvoll known
and popular hotel. Every room lias- been
thoroughly painted, papered and furnished with new and handsome iurniture,
making the whole hotel as clean and inviting as any in the country. The house
is now ready for guests. < ol. Thayer un-

attack, no man need hesitate to move
against the present management of the
unfortunate States, where the carpetbagger and the scalawag yet retain their
authority. This great crime of the ad- derstand thoroughly
ministration against the South is one that hotel.
will need to be frequently held up to
public abhorrence.
In answer to the old slander that the unrest, insecurity and bankruptcy prevailing

the art of

keeping

a

The Herald complains that the young
of Camden, as soon as they get together some money, invest it in stylish
horses and carriages, instead of marrving

men

and settling down in life.
That’s verv
wrong of the voting men—because thev
needn't go to Beecher's ehnreli, unless
thev choose to.

hands the control of their

Steamer City of Richmond made an
affairs, are comparatively prosperous. excursion on
Saturday from Bangor to
Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia are ra- Bar
Harbor, conveying a large party. It
pidly acquiring the independence, and was a
very enjoyable occasion, as I he
with it the security ami prosperity of
Richmond’s excursions
are.
The
own

northern States.

This has not been beruled by a majority ot
they
white men merely, but because thev were
ruled by men ot intelligence and property,
cause

were

whose interests

were

identified with the

welfare of the commonwealth. The party
of outside adventurers, whose interest it
to plunder the state, failed to secure
support of an element strong enough
put them in power, and the central

was

the
to

government
use a

to a

was

left without

loyal colony

a

as a means

chance to
oi torture

always

guests express themselves as under special
obligations to Capt. Kilby, Mr. Cushing,
tlie Clerk and Mr. Sturtevant the Steward.
The Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic
Association advertise in tins paper the
twelfth ol their popular and instructive
exhibitions of Mechanical and Art skill,

Boston, Sept. 1G. This
Exhibition promises to be of unusual excellence. and worthy the patronage of all

to commence in

persons.

disloyal people. According to

theories
It is said that Moulton will refuse to toll
partisans who maintain the
total depravity of southerners, these states what ho knows of the Beecher business,
ought to present pictures of every kind of and as the investigation is only by chureh
wrong, oppression and misery. It might authority there is no way to compel I liis
be expected that the negroes would be testimony
But if Tilton shall sue for a

of vindictive

trodden under foot in them, the fields un
tilled and the public moneys squandered.

to say, if is in the states still
under the radical control, like Louisiana
and South Carolina, that race hostility and
universal destitution are to lie found. In
the former, the neglected levees have

broken away and the people have had to
beg tor alms through the length and
breadth of the land. A
newspaper has
been .suppressed in n
principal city of the
state under n flimsy
pretense, and the
whole state government, lias lieen overturned bj the order ol a

who, according to

corrupt judge

the

divorce, Moulton will have to open hi”
month.
The Portland Advertiser speaks of the
soda of that city ns a beverage which
cheer; but not inebriates.” It is generally believed by those who visit the natural seaport that if the applicant for soda

winks hard with his left eye he may
get
his drink flav ored with something a good
deal stronger than green tea.
A weekly paper railed (lie World now
issues from the olliee of the Rockland
Daily Globe. It is handsomely gotten up
and well filled. Willi the Globe to (ill

judiciary committee
of congress, had no authority to interfere
and the World to regulate weekly,
in the premises. Imagine for a moment daily
the editors must have a busy time.
the displacement.of all the officers chosen
by the people, of this commonwealth at
lu the case of Reed, convicted of the
the will of a United States oflieial, who murder of
Ray, at Medway, Penobscot
rises at midnight, in answer to flic, call of
County, in 1870, and in whose behalf a
political associates to decide the fate ol a third trial was moved for, the lull court
by a judicial order. There are al- lias overruled the exceptions, and given
ready White and Black Leagues organized judgment for the State. The prisoner
in that home of radical
government, both therefore awaits sentence.
state

AMALS OF BELFAST FOB HALF A CENTURY.

pired. We have, up to this time, the
testimony of the three principal actors in
this

particularly unhappy

drama

—

Mr.

“humbles himself before him, as
his God," -ending with the frontie wish
that lie were dead'.’ And again what does
this mean, from another ol Beecher's
letters—

Nothin" can possibly he o had as 'lie Jiowei*
of "rent darkness in which I spend much oi'niv
time. I look upon death a- sweeter far than
I.ile would he
am friend 1 have in the world.
pleasant if 1 eould see that relniil’ which is
sliattered. But to live on the sharp mid ragged
edge of anxiety, remorse, tear, despa'r. and yet
to put on ail appearance of serenity slid happiness, cannot lie endured much longer.

The response of Mr Beecher to this is
that he gave unwise counsel to,Mrs. i'ilton. in the ilifheiilties with her husband,

and upon discovering liis unwisdom lie
thrown into this state of remorse and
despair! Way, at the utmost, from his

was

statement, Mr. Beecher was
onlv ot an error of judgment, such

own

guilty
as men

often make without specially blaming
themselves nr being held worthy of blame.
His language of self-accusation and remorse does not tit his statement of the
while it exactly belongs to
the serious offence which Tilton charge-.
Again, all the surroundings of the case
at.

ease

all

consistent with the story ol Tilton.
Here is a preacher of eloquence, pervaded

are

reason.

writer concludes thus

IlM--

Thi ugly facts are now exposed, and the
American people only require that thenattention should be called to them to in-

Scautlal.

the means in abundance tor

support which assume.:
the burden ot the Louisiana u urpatinu or
tlie South Carolina robberv.

recently in rebellion, and the true
histon ot reconstruction has been brought
into the daylight of northern opinion.

Great

in another place the remainder ot the testimony in the great Plymouth
Church scandal, so far as it has trans-

give

enterprise and
by that subtle magnetism ol the orator
building the
which takes captive alike the reason of
eight miles oi track needed to join the
men and the sensuous nature ot women.
Knox and I.ineoln Hoad, and this can a;
He is, as such men always are, of strong
well be done the coming season ns at any
nature and animal proclivities
physical
other time. After enumerating the many
hut lettered and controlled by cautions
to
come from a railroad, the
advantage'
is a woman who lias for
thriving

Hum i ni'il the only lluiil that make
trouble with our lloeklatjd neighbors.

Bangor Whig But, strange

o''1' lhe Allowing particulars of the
suicide ot Mr. Sanborn, at

i called upon to rally to the support of the radi| cal party, he doesn’t rally worth a button, unless there is a free harbcjiio all around.
Order,
but not the order of Warsaw, reigns everywhere over the state. It is based upon confidence reposed in the native white man by tin*
And the white race have everywhere
negro.
learned that by treating the colored people fairly, and dealing with them uprightly, they can
control any amount of labor they require, and
that they are far superior to any other class
thev will ever likely induce to come to thiclimate. It
not a kingdom founded bv violence, not the love of a slave, but one of mutual self-interest that has taught these people to
live Together in amity and peace, and to spurn
oiitshk discordant apples of discord which impertinent intermeddiers would toss among
them.

among them have given warning of the
tearful state to which the South has been
brought, and declared that no party can

States

1

later the

every
up the

drying

L or several years a veil ha
him; n*er
Southern affairs,
but the newsoapers
have sunt their emissaries all through the

■

and she

paralysing

j hope for popular

Wood's Hun. John Brady, wife and
nldrei lived in a little shanty at the
1
a
.tiff that war sheer one hundred
<.)\er this bluff ran a small
gas
supph a house alone. When the
arae and struck their house Mrs.
>
seized the babe to her breast, leaped
t the back window, and
seizing the
-'a- i ipe. sailor-like,
dragged herself and
hiid ; the top f the hill alone. Her !
tsband and the other children were
drowned.
>’H
street Rudolph Artz, wife
six children resided. While Mr. Artz
was trying to pacify Ins
tarnily about the
to: .11 the lleod oroke in, and he was forced
to see his tamilv ting out of the debris todav, anJ. laid, seven of .hem, in a long
room in the undertaker's establishment.
One man who was picking up bits oi
broken hardware, said he had lost nothing
• •
xeept his house and wife and two children. and was trying to pick up somethiug
t
begin housekeeping with. He was a
stalwart man, but so demented that hun- |
dreds who heard him fell ft weeping.
A beautilul young girl, in her
night
'thes. was seen on her knees in an upper
of
chamber
a floating
building, engaged
in supplication. The house striking
against
a brick building and its course for a moment stayed, she was seen to rush to the
window and stretch forth her white arms
moment

and

time, 't hey will find it a losing game
this year. Already the wisest politicians

V

on

interest

administration have the

policy

■

A

races,

tofore calculated with certainty upon the
sectional prejudicf remaining after the
war, but its members are adopting tin-

rain.

for

a

in

misrule with responsibility for
the evils which they have been powerless
to avert.
The republican party has here-

■

though mutely appealing

intelligenee

of their

■

as

after

to come forward and

from the
Tlir ar-

There
" t r<
o
distinguishable drops, as the
term
generally understood. It was the
i< -ee.tt of a torrent like a river
leaping
vtr a piveipice
In three minutes after
Mis -a
spout had burst, more than one
mniire 1 Imman beings were swept awav.
!* >•;. Madison Avenue in
Alleghany,
aim
t.i*
ilood in its most awful destrues.
v.
more
than fifty
-weeping away
weii ug-. ami causing the death of seventy
At
per.- .is m that immediate vicinity.
V> od s Hun on the Ohio. fifteen were
v.o. wed
the
uj> in
twinkling of an eye.
file three rivers have been full of dead
da; while the water-ways leading
h;o e yielded up a harvest that
theret
wens tin
.-oroners and undertakers.
A. ierman Bolster of the 4th ward of
A.ieghaiw who was submerged with his
farnih, Ids wife being on a side bed, with
superhuman effort gathered his wife and
live children, and started to run out oi hia
use, whitwas being swept awav. His
ttle buy, perched upon his shoulder,
leaving the cry ol a babe in the next
t
whom he was greatly attached
iptd r. un his lather'.- shoulder, and in
t iv niorr.u g was found, his arms
clasping
abe
-rib, in which it was dead and
an

and in others

wenltli and

control oi pnldie atVairs. alter setting adventurers to administer justice and thieves
to watch the treasures of the commonbetween
material

:

'.meeting

in number

wealth, alter kindling jealousy and hate

latest—two m .sDKrn lives lost.

It

minority
minority in
a

The

We
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This year, 1828,

XXII.

C1828.)

was an

uneventt'uU

one

to the people ol our town generally, but
not to the compiler of these annals, who
on

the 15th of October announced to the

Tilton, Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton. public that he had commenced the practice
party have had such a decided preponder- Quite as important as any ot these—per- of his profession at No. 1;> Main street in
a room over the store
occupied by F. A.
The
ance that no content ion was possible.
haps more so than all—will he the story Lewis; the fate of that building has herewhole people, conscious that they were of Mr. Moulton, when he shall speak, il tofore been told.
J here was a custom in those days called
out voted, instead ol appealing to violence*
speak lie shall. He was the, recipient of se:i
“wetting the sign.” Perhaps no explanathey would naturally do were (hoy tho crets from either side, the confidential tion
oi the term is
now; in a
blood-thirsty villains painted by the party friend who acted in the interest of all con- lew words it was necessary
this; any person compress, have submitted to their fate quietly. cerned. the mutual peacemaker in the en- mencing business, without regard to proThe result has been the reign of plunder, deavor to suppress the scandal, lie is fession or occupation, was expected to
mvite the community, especially his acending in bankruptcy. All business in- probaldy the only disinterested party who
to partake of some refreshquaintances.
terests are prostrated, plantations onee knows the facts of the ease in all their ments when
his sign was raised; the
omission so to do was regarded as evidence
among the most, productive in the country length and breadth.
of extreme penttriousness. On the afterare being sold tor taxes, capital is leaving
So tar as the story has been developed,
noon when the compiler's sign was raised
State
The
itself
could
the country.
not, we think the public verdict must be that and
while the painter was making it fast
according to the present governor, bor- Air. Beecher lias not made out a detenee. to the building, his friends, not few in
row a dollar in any market of the world.
Tilton's statement and charges were number, gathered in a shop in the vicinity
of his oflice and partook of the refreshAs a contrast to the misery which has
square and direct, that Beecher had, while ments
usually provided on such occasions.
desolated South Carolina and Louisiana, acting as pastor and spiritual adviser ol'
On going out to look at the sign it was
the happiness and prosperity of (leorgia Airs. Tilton, made her the victim of his discovered that the
painter inadvertent
1 nder date ot July !•, lust
This is corroborated and sustained —perhaps intentionally—had omitted a
may lie instanced.
important letter; as a consequence
a letter writer describes the situation of
by facts, incidents, dates, and by letters very
the sign was taken down, the missing letthe crops as in the highest degree satis- from Beecher, which, it they do not ac- ter
supplied, and upon being put in place
factory. The corn and cotton are nour- knowledge 1he offences charged, certainly the next day it was “wet” again in the
ishing and an abundant yield it expected. admit that he committed an offence of no presence of a still larger assemblage.
On the sth of .January, Thomas 1‘iekard.
Order and content prevail. The explana- small magnitude. The pastor is a calm,
proprietor of the Eagle Hotel, announced
tion may be (juoted at length :
self-contained man, a keen observer, a to the
public that he was in occupation of
In (Georgia the* negro has handed in his chips
close rensoner. and one trained to the ac- the premises as landlord, Mr. Appleton
and drawn out ol* the game of politics. His
left in December previous, and
principal reason for this is that it didn't pay. curate use of language. What, then, tire having
He is everywhere hard at work, making meat we to infer from the letter in which he that he should “keep his larder Well supplied with the best, provisions the market
j and bread for himself and family, and when
before
:

Carden

Seven lifeless bodies have already
■>een found and from ko to 3b
persons are

public liberty, social security, nor
individual prosperity. In South Carolina
there have been fewer of the elements of
strife and disorder, because (lie radical

WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.

>

places groat boles

neither

—

life and property.
Despatches give the
KDITOK AND PROPRIETOR.
f dinwing pat ticulars—
Si'nil’TiON Tkkms. ill advance, X-.OO a year ;
within the year,
at the
\ jurat ion ot tli*- \ «ar,
in Aileghanv ('it\ the greatest damage fd.OO.
done was in Spring Garden Avenue in
Advkrtisinc Tkkms. For one sijuare, one inch
the Till Ward, (n one tavern a number of length iu column,) £1.‘Jo tor three wvi-k.-. mid
cents lor each
\ fraction of a
in-ertion.
of persons were seated and when the square chargedsubsequent
as a lull om
water rose a man named Hiss thought to
Bo-don.
M. Pi:n:N«:n i. & t v> ,» ; si a u- St
&t)
etoape hv swimming, but was drowned. and
Park iiow \*w ^ oi l:, are our autJiori/ed
A son of Alderman Holster lost his life in
Agent* for procuring *-'uhsePipiions and forwarding
a \ain endeavor to save the life ot a baby.
nu\ rtio mom.'.
A voting lath was also among the vief. Tnmont Street, Holton, is
K. Xii.f.s,
tims.
In many

jirolcss the opinion that a war of
is inevitable; ami the whole matter
may be summed up with the statement
that in Louisiana there is to be found

races

187 1.

AUUY .‘JO,

TIIUKSIMY.

sudden fearful rise ol all tic
streams in the vicinity ol 1'Utslnirg and
lad caused

ot winch

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL. I

rears

sat

Here

beneath the charm of his cap-

tivating eloquence
ami

drinking

in his

hanging upon his lip-

thought-

When her

Generaltie*.

New** of the City aud

the

daring outrage committed on Monday
night last. The Committee entertain no

doubt, hut ( lay is at the bottom ot this!
It is indeed a full and decided proof of
the corrupt bargain and sale!” The only
signature attached was "Jackson Committee.”
The “bargain and sale” referred to was the alleged coalition lietween Clay and the friends of Air. Adams
which resulted in the election of the
latter; one ol 1 In- battle-axes used in the
Presidential war then raging.
It, was not, thou dreamed by those who
laughed at the hoys’ frolic, that, the .lackson
party of one would grow to lie
seventy-nine by November then next : still
less that they themselves would he roaring, ramping Jaekson-men within the
next twelve-month- yet. such proved to
he the fact ; one of the illustrations of
the truth that “we know what we are.
but know not what we mat lie.”
Among tin* business men who came
here this year, not now living, or residing
here, was Charles Coodw'in, who opened
a dn
goods store in Xo. 1 Pickards'
building, next door to the Eagle Hotel;
when he left here he went to Portland.
William Center, “from Boston," opened
a store of the same kind at No,’:! Plnenix
Bow; he afterwards removed to a wooden
building which stood on the site of Dr
Moody\s store; when he let! this place he
went, to Brunswick to reside.
John tv
Aver, now resident in Bangor, opened a
1 and
store for the sale of English, W
Domestic (lends, at, Xo II Plnenix Bow
A new firm under the name of P. X E. 1

the work oi rebuilding the lighl-hou>e ,.i
the entrance of Kockport harbor lias boon

fin l< lwjM

:

grounds

begun.

County.

meeting Sunday

aiK

depot

the

at

very largely attended.

was

Early rose potatoes, grown in the vicinitx
A young brother of Captain durgeii'en of the
|
Norwegian ship Hamburg was drowned while md fully rijm*. were in our markets last week.
in
the
bathing
Penobscot, at Bangui*.
Dirk ( arter lias at his saloon a pair of young
A Stark County. 111., woman committed >uifoxes that were dug out of their maternal nes|
eido the other day because no circus companv
in the town of I nity.
had visited her \ icinity tor two years.
at

was

a

"idney Smith expressed the desire
Ih-sh

keep i'oo|,

••A century usually proman." Which of u
one great
i'il this time? asks ilte IMroit I’ree lYes>.

exchange
duces precisely
\n

ho ut this season of the year that
to lav off hiin I -it down in
hi- hone-, in order to

It

Kentucky, Montana, North Carolina and I tali
hold election* in August, and there are -i\
State elections to be held in September.
says:

'splendid having weather has prevailed lluand the crop imiing in excellently, although not • 111 it * -n large in amount a- was ex
peeled in dune.

year.

An Auburn gentleman who is siilVeriug with
felon, slate* that hi* friends have given him
two hundred and ninety-one reeeipes for iis
a

cure.

Summer visitor** pen ad.* oureitx.
EveryPennsylvanian bet that lie could eat lifiv j hody friends are here. And the comers from
‘plaits of peanuts in twenty-live hours, lb* gut : the ho) cities |V\el ill sea breezes and nights
a wav with forfv and then ileath got a wax
w it h
deliciously cool.
him.
A

i

whale-, were <rcll iil the Ucofges Piwr
Saturdav near Hathorn*- Point. «»ne was
aliout lift-, j.t lotpr, tin«l Ih others-oni"\vhal

Bella

our

°n

'-mailer.

young

men

themselves

aimi-e

dv

jumping oveiboard from -ail boats while *»aii! ing in the harbor, -wme me will fail :•» ge:
back one of lie
day-.
-"

The remain^ found on the Woolwich -idr ..|
the iCenneliee a few days
prove to ha\r
been a French hoy who \va- drowned in llruii
w i. k last winter.
‘•I am
t^oinir— I know 1 am.
Mis.-issijjpian, “and | heiieve I’d

aid

a

<•-(>

\V. I’p'blf will
ui ibn I i,
wr-alNi < luwh n« \t Sabbath: an«t on tin
followin'1 Sabbath. at tin* unnn ]»hna*. R**\
I

dxiinr
,..j,

Kaihw will prrvn-h.

.ill1

if

j-

I'li'lll ol ill'ili.it biMl<\

Oil;

dim would ;re| down the liddh- and pla\
Heel Sails* oniv n»or« .'* dim «lid.

1 i11*_•;

ill**
ayni;-; <ii:.i
«|o.*-n'| alw :i\

Iioiior"
\it

no false modr-i\ in the New dei
v
I very man know-that he would make
«jfood t inventor, ami even woman feel that
she i- ready to lecture at S-MM) j>er nidit.

IVoin

ion

\<-iir-

l.:i\vi'i

iln-

<

K'lf:M

<

1 in

I'.irlIkt all, ihr

iiio|.

h\

:innfuii|ianh*il

a'I im-.

i •.

f

Ii<*lf i~T
Kami. -mn*
I’ioni1' r. uni '•jn iif •< Ww
111<* ril\.

orncl

<

in-'-

<

I'lnn I• i\ on -1. aim r
li"lir- m lool.ihv i.vit

people.

a

\‘tV'Tli'« 1
abamlon It.

io

-.tilni'-

Near <Houeesfer. a larto* done blown om of
«|Uarry hy means of a Mast, fell upon a pa-sinvcarriage, indanlh killing one of the ..c.upaniand intiH-tiny; serious wound- on another
a

There i-

i:.

\.

Tin* it mi ill" Ihv^ii U«»
»H Haii'.jin-. m
into iIn1 limltnr sun.lav.
In Wrought Urn li
la 'I < ••rnM lian.l wliirli h *i« I partiripntr.t in

T. Kemplon, «>l t'onloeook. N. II..
dropped dead of heart disease at Miliord
\fsterday. Shortly after tin* arris a I of tin*
was his wife fell dead from the .same e ,n
1-Mward

afforded and his bar with all kinds of
..i His\ a -aiiinki*
1 f**t»-*
<»jm iiin
choice liquors." As an antidote for the
I- *rl Point.
( Mir of the charge- ayain-i a Te\a- iiI• *r. and
bane referred to in the latter part of the
tin one which i> likels («• red him li'Hiii liiU ll* II I ||.- In
«* 1
I -1 ill W:i- l»r«»llMli:.«iiU: ..lit
otliee, i- to In* rller! that “he pounded Mill 'I
foregoing announcement Doctor Chama
\ Oil 111',
1'|‘*’I
l:i. I V wllO-r* i!| IlliOll sv.
1
•m-.-nhd
!••
r.-a
havis
with
a
elnh
until
h
ber's remedy fur drunkenness, which w as
r.lll'-lit l*\ till I.... -!v 1|.,M nr 'V 1,1, n Iilarkr.
lie- Kiblr."
seized on with avidity by many who lacked
-■ >• 111< i.. in.- dial
I ln>«f i .mi
i!. .an
the moral strength to resist the tempter,
one of the protestors asked a
-Indent i.*
i'i' in tlw mmi !"
It
was rapidly growing in public favor.
yive him an example ol a mixed metaphor. I*»•
The hoy eonfulenth spoke out: "When my
< apt.
was a powerful medicine but failed to
Mum-. Ill a 'maII tKliiti: \i'*-• !,
t*iij.irtie forgets her euttniiiLj. and my riirht •\e
rival Smi.la\ w iilt tlnv.- l»un<T ..I' fiv<h ma.
prove a remedy for the disease for which
K
e|ea\ es to ihe roof of niv mouth.*'
[
I'he dealer in medicine
it was prescribed.
»‘i« l, l!n* livt that liav* l*.-.‘ii
Wrought in Pm- du»
A »l« 1 | »l*:t \, dr.
1
eatidor
Papa
made his profit from the sale of it but it
I .! :> 11: I. !i■ IK
n,l
I.
•'ll.. Til
«lo m>ii inland to settle on m\ dunuhter‘;
what
did not materially diminish the profits of
.•if lik«- i|vn> li, !.,
and how do yon mean lo 1 i\«*.'* Intended
Mr. 1‘iekard continued to
the rnmsellcr
“Intend, dr, * * settle mvselfon your 1111 11 ? -1.
>|‘W' II I»Ia«*k. upon ..-I -i i,
,| Hi,»
and lo Ii\. ..ii \ on
j Puneh.
keep the hotel until April ltf2!k
has llii- sa-ar >uM ov«-r •'in worili >■! i«Ir
u
On the 1111 of March the last number
\ on Molt lo1 arrived in hi-plain duthe- al a
‘'I rawlM-rrii*' IV.mi I v\ o -mall pat.-li,- .-a !i
of the Belfast Gazette was issued, and on
hold where In* u.i' not Know n, and thev put
the Hull the Waldo Democrat appeared
him on tlic third floor. Trantie nflurN 'uviv two i-.kU "«JII.*I!•*■. Al tliirlV-Ii\i*.m,l lolls
to till the vacancy; it was the first news- .Morrill, consisting id Philip and Ephraim maih’ to repair the fault when the truth heeatne pi-r i|iiarr Ihi- w< n|,|
m to l.o
proii.
known, hut tin- old fellow held his position.
Mr 'Toil to fillip at.
paper here to raise the ilnnoeratb' stand- T. Morrill, was formed; both ol them
ard. ll advocated the election of John are dead.
intimate.I thm
Tin* Tope, in a reeent addle< "I.
11\ ;n l 'll n- :Hi :ti|. | ion
ih
Ouinev Adams and, so far as type and ink
Nathaniel C. Bishop, better known as lie had been ottered an asylum in Amer'n a. I>111
)|| t Ilf i 111 I wllirll if
III'
ii:i>
in
Tome
-*1111111
the un>- j ll* HI-** l» *t
lie
remain
should
could avail, consigned Andrew Jackson Cony Bishop, was keeping a lottery cilice 'aid
ment wln*n (»od himself w ill make know n Illl.ii'l out,
it 11:11 «•* I mi lln
\ 11
i-i
r- *; I.
to perdition.
here this year. He was a simple, inof- will and the order of Pros idenee.”
lx V'li.l nil I-.
I'h.-S ;•, v. ;M
ir-'.-l.
There was a daily mail stage this year fensive man, with a heart free from guile;
»n Sunday afternoon. mu1 o| tin* r all-men mi | Mtli Utinll ill' Mm *• w i-ilill
t'l -r IH(between this place and Augusta, leaving as a natural consequence i“. a community
tin* kennnbiv ri\ i*i\ w a- eamU'-sl\ hamlihm
Augusta every day, Sundays excepted at constituted as ours then was he wa- loaded pistol, \vln*n it i*\(ilo.lt-.!. -ending tin* j Mini will hr -1.1,1 :M l):in. :iiu-.
noon and arriving here at S e m. : leaving made the subject of many a rough prae
hull through mn* of hi- l«*H h:nnl liuL'er-. j
Tilt* < iivtis Hlnl M< t»:i■■■••' ir <• t It* 11 \I |
ri«»ii- wound.
here at !i a. m. and arriving at Augusta at tieal joke, which amused the community «*:iu-ii»ir :i painful. 1 liouaii not
11 i I i I • •• I in Mi:K mi /-..I
A * •>.. wllirh
be:> c. m.
was
also
a
There
hut rebooted no credit on the perpetradaily mail
Tin* m*w water-work- at liar llurhor, Mmtnt «hi\,;-:i\r I*r\ "<mh| Ml i-J’.n 1 i• I».
I ll,'
,l'
tween here and Thomaston and a tri- tors of them.
Although a. vendor ol lot- Dt-^nrt. I»y which tin* water is hromrht from 1 i«»11 "I :iiiiiu:il- w:i- :.m«<|, :i in I Mn* .il Irtnlm.*
The fares tery tickets he did not lack “the vision Ka^le Lake, three mill's distant, am now in
week lv to and from Bucksport.
I InHi"
i'"i li.nn.'ilr
were
from here to Augusta g.dO, to and the faculty divine;" witness the operation, ami tin* place i- ho longer to sillier 1 ** S i 1 mm -'. 11 ii*
from tin* want of wal •-i*. nor tin* nr an- of I.miiWr I i* Iii -1
1
-11.1 .ItI
I n'
-Mil. .i Mi
Thomaston tl.flb, to Bucksport l.do.
from
of
one
his
advertisements
following
lim*"-.
■

■

■

•-

-''

v
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»

■

'•

»
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in 1

«

<

«

Two

buildings

were

destroyed by

fire

thisvear. On the 10th ol October a building owned by lion. Thomas Marshall
which stood on the site of the building
now occupied by Clark and Fernnld, marble-workers, was burned. It was a building about which clustered many pleasant
associations, it having once lteen the publishing oflice of the Hancock Gazette and
the book and stationary store of Mess.
Fellows and Simpson its publisher-.. ’The
school-girls ot those days remember it athe place where they were wont to go tn
purchase their pons, ink and paper, and
the boys of those day equally well re-

husband followed alter trnnge women, to
the preacher he wen’ for consolation. member it a- the plaee where they were
It is the
It always wont to go to meet the girls.
The situation had it danger-.
now where grave-stones are made ;
is dangerous when a woman in search of place
but not to mark the graves where the
sympathy and relief, goes privately to hopes and loves of half a cent urv ago ha\ e
'■eek it from a man thar she has admired, long lain buried.
(in the night i>l Xovemher “Sth :i i\\
and lets felt that the feeling was in a demill on Wilson’* 'dream, as it was then
is
akin
hlove,
reciprocated.
I'ity
gree
nailed, owned Ity Hon. .lohn Wilson, was
and love under the circumstances is akin burned. There was no more
angling lor
to something which hears a rough name. front at the tail of that mill; prior to that
it had been one of the favorite finaliWhen the Widow \\ adman got ( apt. time
ties on the stream.
.Many a “fry" have
to
look
in
her eve for the mote. the
Shandy
had in its immediate vieinitv who
boys
In* '-a tt
lln rein
If a I hf<u!oc tfiP
",,r
tun,,
’tieniselves long
-food fot
worms,” nr who now walk with canes and
annoying particle.
have learned not to lie indignant when
We cannot ay what is yet to come, in
they are called "old men."
1 In- way of evidence
lint from what is
The schooner Mechanic, Isaac (.'lark,
knownthcease looks \ cry dark for Beecher. master, which ran for many years as a
packet between this place and lioston was
launched on the lltli of December from
I im NT.w ll(n i:i.. We were unable to
the yard ot Messrs, llaradcn ,V French
aeeept tin* im itation to attend the opening near the late Foundry and Sash Factory.
of the \V assail tnkoag House, at Fort The schooner Albert, John Shiite, master,
Point. Il was a splendid nil'air, guests be- was launched in the year previous. They
were both ns much in advance ot tho coasting present in large numbers from New ers which had been
plying between the
Jioston
and
oilier
York,
plaees. Large same ports, in style of finish and accomnumbers arrived by the steamers during modations, as the steamer Cambridge is in
advance of an ordinary1 steam-tug.
the day. The I’angor Whig says
A sad casualty occurred on the Albert
The dinner was superb. and the landlord,
on the night ot February’lltli, 1S'_,!I.
She
Mr. Uunlet. added new lustre to hi- fame hv
the perfection ofthe service and the excellence was lying at. bishop's wharf, now Lewis's,
of the viands.
After ample justice had hern loaded and ready to sail for lioston, when
done to the hamiuet. .lames 1'. Uawson. Ksrp, she was discovered to be on tire.
All etof this city, who had heen deputed to net as
forts to extinguish the tire were unavailPresident of the occasion, called upon Senator
Hamlin to open the intellectual feast, which lie ing until she was scuttled by boring holes
did in his accustomed aide and appropriate in the run when she soon tilled. Two
manner.
young men. part of her crew, both residIn the evening, after tea, the "hop” comhere, Thomas l’eed, Jr., and George
menced, and was continued with great spirit ing
Merriam were suffocated and burned
until nearly midnight, old and voting alike par- \Y.
to death in her forecastle; their bodies
ticipating in the enjoyment, of the affair.
The affair was a success throughout, and all were found lying at the foot of the stairs.
who had the good fortune to he present agree
The Belfast Debating Society and the
in wishing the hotel could he "opened" again
Waldo Club, an association of a similar
in a similar manner at. least twice a week. The
house is rapidly tilling up with hoarders and character and object, were both in flourThe discusbids fair to he oil" of the most popular resorts ishing condition this year.
outlie coast.
sions in both took a wide range; from the
whether the substituting of
question
Iii 1 ho old Kansas troubles, Beecher bank paper for specie had been productive of more good than evil” to the quesused to preach that a Itrpppli-loaditig ride
tion “ought, old bachelors to lie taxed for
was a better missionary out there than the
the benefit ot old maids." It was the cusBible, lias he since discovered a still bet- tom to take the sense of the meeting, at
the close ot the discussion, by ayes and
ter way of introducing the gospel
noes.
At the meeting at which the question last mimed was discussed a majority
Anyone who has lost sixty pound- of lard of those whose names were called were
ean recover the same hv
calling at the police bachelors, old or young; but the \ote was
station. [Portland Press.
almost unanimous in favor of taxation.
A man in this pity, just,
getting np trom One of the members who was suspected
severe illness,
says it belongs to hint, of being on the brink of matrimony caused
Please forward by express
no little merriment by replying, when
called on to vote aye or no, that he was
“on the fence” ; a position occupied about
Ben. Butler predicts that the next (lov- that time
by a large portion of our local
ernor of .Massachusetts will be a democrat.
politicians.
December 'J.ith was a great, day for
Evidently Benjamin views the question
“sportsmen.” A lot ot turkies were “diswith his straight eve.
tributed" at the Spa and a still larger lot
of turkies, chickens aid geese, were “exposed to marksmen in the rear ot Mr.
—The family schools o!'
Farmington Frothingham’s meeting-house,” according
rank among the best in New England. to the advertisement
; “refreshments'’ also
See cards in our paper to-day.
were provided. Rum, gunpowder and, the
Gospel were slightly mixed on the oeeu
—“ Thou shall
not commit, adultery," sion.
say tiie commandments. It may he quesThis year, alter a long-ami virulent eontioned whether Beecher avoids the force test which embit tered the personal relations
ol' many respeetable members of the comof this by calling it. nest-hiding.”
munity, Waldo Avenue was located from,
—The democrats or this congressional dis- the Alclveen school
house, or the McMilthe
trict will observe, on
4th of August, in this lan
terms used indiscriminately
house,
the
harmless
of
customary
city,
ceremony
putthe time, to Bridge street. The
ting in nomination a candidate for Congress. at
opponents of the road favored a location trom
[Kennebec Journal.
the
point above named to a. point near the
We wish it. might lie aid that the rehouse ol George W
Bruce; the house
publican custom id electing one is also now
occupied by Messrs. Walton and Ilarharmless.
riman on High street, beyond Fields’lull.
The Avenue was not continued from Bridge
Wo are glad in sop that the Press is to Main
street, its present terminus, until
noticing the annoying and oft on insulting 1830.
At the
meeting held November .'til tor
ways of tlio Portland haokmon. Ladies
choice of 1‘residential Electors the vote
and timid people who arrive at the sta
was for Adams 195, lor Jackson 79.
The
tions often wait until the rage of those result was a
surprise to the Waldo Demoheathen has subsided before venturing crat, for in the month of dune
precedinf
from the cars. At; the Boston station of the “Jackson party” in this place, so far as
was known, consisted of—<)ni: !
lie was
the Eastern Railroad, and at Portsmouth,
not a man possessed of the mesmeric
haokmon arc restricted to railed limits.
power which some men have id' l-allym"
Why cannot they as well be controlled at hosts around the banner they' fling to the
breeze;—on the contrary lie’ was "a man ot
Portland ?
manner and with few
repulsive
personal
—A circular has been issued l.v I ho Trcasiirr
but lie was honest, doubtless, in
Department to the effect tlmt the aet of Con- friends;
gress of December hi, 1872, requiring the name his conviction, lor he was in the war ol
of every American vessel to he painted upon 1811? and
personally acquainted with Gen.
tier stern on a black ground in white letters, Jackson. Some ol the
mad wags of the
has been so amended as to allow the name to
village, who eared as little about who
he painted on the stern in yellow or
letters.
gilt
should be the next President as they did
That’s very well. Now let the provis- about the
mystery of the Aurora Borealis
ions of the not be extended to the high resolved to have some
sport out of his
officials of the administration, who spread idiosyncrasy, as it was regarded. They
themselves over the country instead of at- accordingly notilied a meeting of the
“friends of Andrew Jackson” to be held
tending to business, and people may per- at the Court-house, at which several vighaps be able to find them when wanted. orous Resolutions were passed and a eon■

tribution was taken to ileiray the expenof the campaign. On looking into the
hat it was found to contain one half pistaI'een, equal in value to a dime of our
present currency, a four pence halfpenny. one cent, and a handful of pieces
of tin about the size of a dime; the hall
pistareen was the contribution of the
“Jackson party”!
On the next
morning an old hoist; belonging to the individual referred to was !
round, moored head and tail, in front old
No. 11 Phoenix How, painted with stripes j
like a zebra and the words “A. .Jackson.'’
Whereupon the Committee elected at the
meeting held at the Court-house published an advertisement in the Democrat,
illustrated with the picture of a jackass,
the substance of which was as follows;
‘•The Jackson Committee of IJelfast, feeling themselves highly insulted by I he
coalition, in painting and otherwise disfiguring the noble animal rode by the
“Hero” at, the battle of the Horse-shoe,
ether the lands raised lor other purposes,
for the detection of the perpetrators of
ses

•■i>iil von ever drop in to ov I'.idinp
The man w lm
fortune* so main
1 Ip'll show yon 1 !»<• way yon ran li-ii n|>
\ purse lull of gold for a penny.

llo subsequently removed to New \ u'k
whore ho acquired a reputation 1 >\ no
menus onvi.-thlo ami died since ltd
yonf

began. An aeeonnt of the tragi comical
scene al his burial, in which hi
widow
was the principal actor, and the post.
mnrtom«e\amination of his body let recently been Ihc round of the new pa
pors.
the

fall of the year. Ihc Village
School Hi 'tricl pill'ha ed the lot ot land
next southerly from the Town Hall, m
the old < ourt House, and voted to erect
thereon a brick school-home of sulliejent
dimensions to accommodate four him
died children, that being about the num
ber then attending school.
At the annual spring meeting llnlian 1'.
Held. .lames MoCrillis and Samuel Cor
d.m were elected Selectmen: Nathaniel
II. llradbnry. Clerk: Thomas Marshall.
Al Ihc annual tall election
Treasurer.
there was a very spirited eontc-t in the
matter of election of County Senators
and Member id Congress, the highest
.1
t\ All :111V lifl.Vl
li'i'nlipr of V(ll <•< t
* 1«•• t #1
William Slovens,
\\:c
K**j»i(‘:11 ivo i«> the* Logislatinv
m

Au Official Gets Sot Right
Fortin*

UejmMican

on

tli<-

Law,

.Journal.

kind, stopped and

searched

a

lisli

pedler's

wagon Jor liquor. The ptdnr. believmg In*
had a right to a little rum about that, linn* of
the year, at onre turned his horse’.*, head towards the city of Kll'-wortli, tweniy-iive miles
away, determined to know whether Amerieau
citizens had any rights mi or-ihout the tth of
or

not.

Mr.

Trial diistiee. after reltii’ «*111 iirliI«*t*e«I
a
little on llu* law** of ibiv common-wealth,
also turned his horse Fll-worthward.
And
Ihen

a race ensued.
The pcdler’s sorry old
horse made good time, and when Trial Justice arrived. |.. \, Kmerv, Ksq., had been ac-

quainted with all the facts in the a.-e and had
given his opinion, which opinion was t hat
there was law enough in dealing with rum,
and that Trial Justice had gone ahead of the
law,” so he -advised a compromise. Mr. Trial
Justice said lie thought he had a right to search
a wagon for rum.
>o the case was
compromised. Fishev got
81.~>h per bottle for live bottles of rum,
00
for his twenty miles' ride, and 80.0O tor the
man of law.
Trial Justice was happy, and
said t«» the pedler, "when you have mp ,,)•
meat to sell, come to me.
1 pi.mu
»u
and
Cmiie to me wh.■:! \.»u Pave
your Imsiness.
■

sell.”
( ouiM* Imh o. Julv -7.

meat to

JLobs

of

a

Pacific'

Mail

Steadier.

Ni.w Yor.ic, .Inly ’I. liy the arrival nl
the Havana steamer It has liccn ascertained
that the City ot (inatomala struck on the
northeast point ol Walling Island on
Thursday, the liitli, al midnight, being
six days out from New York Immediately after striking they commenced throwing overboard the cargo, and continued
until 1 o'clock, when the engineer reported the steam-pipe broken.
The vos el
bilged in about twohoitr; after striking,
with nine feet of w ater in the hold.
They
then dispatched two boats one to f ortune Island to inteieept homeward-bound
vessels and the other to Na isnit. On Sunday night, about midnight, the leeontl

oflieer, Hapharn,

with a crew of -ix men,

arrived at Nassau during a terr'dio thunder storm, encountering heav\ weather
and frequent squalls during the
passage.

They

were

immediately
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Utlieor Klli'Ul \v;i', riillixla v »u«• 11*i11 •.
I In d«*g
kill a ma«l dog, in liiddef.ud.
•• u
was
at
a
blank,
tin
was
brute,
tVothiug
largo
in.!
mouth ami lout boon running about, but \v;i•: ! ii.• !-■ -I
..ii*
i-v
linally eoiitinod within a ar.i. <uit• a numb.a Mi.utlu-.l. I'lii
of bullots wore sent into the animal bof.u- h. i l.uill in 1 II.i*i.
tit.l \\ ll.
t-P-i- '•:,»» i.*n
ooasotl to mo\ o.
.1
till* I • !*
full '-I il Hi'! '’Ill
V| nh
lined
V voting follow ill a western town
$lo for kissing a girl against her will, ainl the
t Mi >*:il11r»l:i>
I
>'•.
ii ii
I!i•
!i"ii
•!
following day the danisol sent him tin- amount
Hit
of the lino, with a note sa.\ing that tin* no\t
VlMl, oil 1 oblirl !'• |
timo ho kissed her In- must bo loss rough ahoni on iir-.
111.- I'.ttniix \\.<~ if.-. ut u Hi.- fii**»
it, and ho oaroful to d<» it when ln-r lath-r ua~
.,11 1
I inv'Ui !
II \\ :i- .Ii-. u\ I .-.I l»v' ii. -'ll1"
not about.
I'ln- li'V tin..I H iI 111»ilI
lli-rui ;i i :t i11.
Mr<. Ruth Rutlii‘. wile of l»:tvi<l RuiNt <.i
*1
m lb- <•. li t!
oi il: in:iI in
mi
Flag<lall‘ Plantation drowned le*r-ell Friday, :• j»|*«•:tr:111
duly IT. Slu* gnf up in the night, dre-sed her- mu.-i 11:ix Imm ii ill- worU "i in iu.M ii.tiui
self, went down lo the bead River and threw
All V, u Ii*. iv:i> :r lir
iivu:mi. hum.*
herself in. she had been out of health Ibr -nine ,
in ..'.•lu-1: ’•» ill hi In- jnruitnr. in ih. tVont \ .•
in-une.
bln
leav.time ami was undoubtedly
j
three young ehildivn, the younge t about -i-. ami tIti11L•' mi\i-.| up v. 11*-r:i!I\
months old.
<»
l'he ov.-ter hath now a time *1 p»-;,
A meeting of the gentlemen interested in the
«»f season and attending l«» the propagation
\\
at
Falls
was
held
Treat's
property
cdne-day. j
f.
and several propositions agreed upon whh h his kind, iln' net eea-e- from il> dragging.
they will submit to the committee of twenty-one knife oi ihe opener grows* rusty, and n thappointed about a year since to take into eon* kitchen of tin- restaurant i> in) longer heard :h
sideratlou tin' feasibility and advisability ni
l -.i all thingery of **«»ne roa-t—two -t. w ."
supplying Ranger with water from the IVnobthere is appointed a time an*! a season
When
<eot by erecting a dam at Treat*- Falls.
the month with an It in it return then wi
lie
TTio Springliekl Republiean -ayNewport girls have taken t" bathing in public our bivalve friend ■■•me t tin *front with t
without tig leaves and one ofthepapi r-- mildly
new ed jiiu-ines', and rta\ or
says it would seem that this thing had gone
If We Wi le l.eii, Magillley. w
would
about far enough and iced- looking after."
We fear that it will get altogether ion milch
of tin- yuiin: man v
pr<-- the • \uberan
looking after. Reftnips. though, it i- :i -hrewd ei'eet hi> stand near the beg lephunl and:invention of the hotel keepers who wish to give
mi strongerou h:.
one
tails lemonade. 11
Newport a reputation for pieture-i|iiene
weak beverage than mv toped that w»- remnn
An unknown prison stole the horse and !>s 1
Abovethe ehutb r
her to have etn mitered
'•\ of K.
1’
Murphy, of lioekland. Ihursday tin* lll<»llk«‘VIll I illtrll of !>»•■ hVflln. ill'l 1 >i*
evening. Tin* team was in front «>t Murp!iy'>
saloon, and the thief jumped in and drove off at mar <>r 11 h* linn .diil<! In* licanl that m
full speed towards Thomaston, ladling the in:* in lie- uiMmi.t
H«n*'
vi.ur n-i-ianimal unmercifully. Mr. Murpln procured a
«•-*«-»-l li*iuon:i<l«*1
v\i*ll ii 1K*■'
team and -larteil in pursuit, overtakim.1 tin* |
Ki*. j. you nml l• >-• 1.«
ali i j*nlt of
.-in*>rr iv
thief in front of the < morses Hotel, Tlmma -ii-n
W Inn ihi- 11: l men r
« t
.Murphy collared the rascal and took upon him
till
11 ’ll 111 iO
self llie ioh Of administering justie.-. and I
>lll*'. it 1 •*•*■;111ii* in> >llot n(mil
-o
he
ennldif'
Hie
fellow
^-laod,
pounded
.Murphv’s horse was beaten fearfulls
\
uvl'ill r« :». 1 m •. •-! tin* nhii
a
thr m,rh the skin in mail} plan.-.
t.v tin
I’.*IfuMomit inii tin* t*\oniiiL* <*\.,tn--iui
'1 he liastern llailroad prove an e
pti• *n n» Halil I, nil III! 1:1)111*1 I'i-utn 1 •••‘livinn*the almost mmor-cd rule of dull iiu-imand
•*. u r* -1
*!.:■•' of Hal].
tin'
decreased in. ome. lor the fust iv months ot that tlnv lia\
upon l"

—

<
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■

>

<

the financial year, beginning on the fust of
J)eeember, its not income a a larger by more
than one thousand dollar* per da\, sunda\inelmted. than for the sain.* period of lut w ar.
'1’here w:c a lar^e decrease in expenses, \\ ith a
small inerease of income, notwithstanding the
dullness of business in most of the town on
the line of the road. The public, a
well a the
holders of the stock, will eladl. learn of tin
un
with
that
ot
affair*
Mate
encouraein;1:
lion
; Traveller.
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taken care ot b\

the I'nited States Consul. Steps have
been taken to get assistance to the steamer, and steamer Anna left for the scene.
It was reported just, as the boat, leaving
that, there were twelve feet of water in
I lie vessel will be
the tluatemala' hold.
a total wreck, but the remaining cargo
will be saved. There were no passenger
aboard, five of the crew of the Cuafemala took passage on the ( it v ol Havana
for New York.
report ol the boat that,
went to Fortune Island wa ; received at
Nassau up In the departure of the Citv of
Havana
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duly,
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about two months. Louis II. I
will he mady lor tin* gal low-—hi- om* v»*nr’- !
* ..linlfll,
1 »i I 'l. l**|fl. In-i Ini.’
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( :il||.|.I;,
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Flood.
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Tin «• \11r• i>• 11ivi .ompri-d n«:iuv [.min
Sin Fi:k. ,IiiI\ :,‘i
\ despatch ineni oiti7ens.-.mioiiLi wliom wo noticed s>nj.*
From Eureka. Nevada, gives particulars ! I.iliooln of III. Maim* < UT r:i I M-—1-. badge;
Mi
Mm
ill
tin' stonu yesterday.
li had been and l.aphani <•!’tin- M no Knuiu
<
raining wit It great tinlcuce from morning rill of I he < lardim-r huirnal. Mr. ddwolt m
M•
V\
I :xn
.-i
till uoi'ii, whi'ii thi' rloml Imi'i on ih.' I It.
lo pot
ianiiii.
1
vs i'll! .tl I.|
lofty rango of mountain In tho oast want, A i!' II 1.1 :i till 'f h<
n nt a vast volume of wafer rushed down
.s
w Ith
lo (111 up
| oil hoard lit.- rioii. .-I lit.*
the canon, where the town is loeated. Mild
:* 11 in*
a! l*le
|,ro.do.I M. io- ill- lias
flic eastern part, of the town was Hooded
rhes r- furiio
hoi*o. » m-tine and Kmok-s die.
in ten minutes by the fearlul rush of wa i Mild look III "M Ill .l-'MlIl A- h o'.-jo.'k,
plOOr. .!
ter, which constantly increased in viu
lie lioiuou mi d. I In- tiit-iulu i's
pm t-»t (heHt
lenec, depth and impetuosity
flic ..pie ; -*
•
mu. h
I\
plo.i d with tin- ewur-iou
in that portion were hemmed in and j
and ii will proi.aids he 11,o pion-er ot mulls
every moment the houses were lorn from i
“t the kind.
their foundations and swept away "ith “ill.
the occupant s Hopes were proiaired .and
• si .Wtip.it
tin
lit.
Im\
lor. noon. 11.»l •.
a line formed.
i!ra\e men, lhu> protect
Hi* \ard of
three
i*
it.
a
o.. tl..
and
-aved
ed. I lashed into the lorrenl.
niU"t«‘d n(-||ooii« r lOlwar.l lolnmui. ot lour
wninoi
and
many lives.
Only a lew
hundred hue.
Slit- i- owned hy parties m
the body ol .Mrs
children were lost
I' l'o l
ij
Brady was reeoveri'd.
Unger Baliinet, lielfa-t. ss ill h«* oommundi d hs
in r -I fm yill ill
lh ail, and employed -u tin
reporter ol the Sentinel, is among the
drowned. The Sentinel oll'iec was swept business. >ln i> a well-huilt and llnely mod
t!»‘‘ ways spread
The bodies are being brought to elletl vessel. In lamn bin
away
the < 'iiiirt House as soon as recovered. upon olio side, lelliiit* flu* ves.-el down, and *•<

|

>

1

■
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During

debauch Thursday «■ vin^r
K. B. Spear, of West Sullield, Conn., attempted to kill his wito. Charles A Davis
interfered, whereupon Spear turned upon
him and out him through the shoulder
with an ave, anil then twice across the
neck, nearly severing the head from the
body. Davis died almost, instantly. Spear
then attempted his own life with a razor,
making a frightful gash in his throat which
nearly severed his windpipe, hut did not,
touch the artery, lie is still alive, hut
unconscious.
Both the murderer and his
victim were middle-aged men, and both
had large families. Spear was a graduate
of the Wethersfield State Prison.”
;i

AitouS’RA, duly l*7. Airs. Kuth, the wife
Joseph Kuth of this city, committed
suicide Saturday afternoon by taking an
overdose ot laudanum. She took two
ounces ot the
drug and died in About t wo
hours afterward. The age of the deceased
was about
fifty years.
ot

Three Chinamen were lost. Thirty houses slopping her headwas that Mu* remained last
1
were swept, away, and all that
part, ol the forw ard, and eoul.l no! be dragged otl hy haw
town containing the
dance-houses and <ers mu to the w loirs
tin- steamer Pioneer
other places of amusement is
gone. The I
at tin- wliaif with the konnehe.
Hood lasted only half an hour.' The total whieh was
J
on hoard, was, hv direetion ot
loss ot life is not yet known, but it is lie- I excursion party
lieved that it will reach twenty-live or | Mr. I'astle. hacked m ar enough to take hi
then pulled her otl. ttut lor this
The weather is -till ! hawser and
thirty persons.
timcls aid, the M-liooner must leave been left
threatening'.
Another report front Eureka says that hy Ihi* tide, ami perhap* seriously injured. As
|
the storm is heavier than
yesterday, but i it svas, the oldv injurv wasS slight one to the
.the people are better prepared for ii
for foot.
<
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portion which we hist week ]>ublished oi the arraignment of IJeecher by
Tilton, comprehends the substance of all
the charges. It is a very strong accusation of the Plymouth Church pastor.

i'itinir friend' in

v.

found below.

li .'l harbor i> lull of ii>ii of >oiu«‘ Kind.
j< number' <i| '<*l>oo|s »*an he s»>en al om*e.

This evening several
Ni;\\ Yokk. .July
of the deacons of Plymouth church. with Mr.
1 i:
shearman. Mr. Kose and (ioneral I raey. met
l b. 'I' uiiiT Pioneer i> doing
]jNt.|x i,u>1. :it >ir. Beecher's residence, and. after a counsel
hours, drew up tin* follow..r" in tin* way of excursions.
talvinu two «lifVor- | lasting about three
ing statement of Mr. Beecher, as for publicain parti**' *uit on Tuo-(la\.
tion
I do not propose at this time to prepare a deI’rU'ON \ i.
Ill,- lainilv <»| "i p i* ri ni * ii4
it
tailed examination of tlu; remarkable statement
M“°lu "t Tin Alain** < Vntral, are stopping ni
of Mr. Theodore Tilton, made before the como "
I loin* | Ic'horo.
mit tee of investigation, and which appeared in
the Brooklyn Argus of duly 21. 1X74. I recoga
•.mn all Hi.- \\ ay from
b*SPp :
nize the many reasons which make it of transn ha
■i*»l
s. anion* drunk, was sent to
cendent importance to myself, the church and
cause of public morality that 1 shall give a
the
-■ *i
\sh; .Indy, Ii'lin-on mi rui‘-«l:i>.
full answer to the charges against me, but, havii iuv r^uii4 -o»-ii*iv <»i ihi< **irv. will
ing requested the committee of investigation to
search this matter to the bottom, it is" to them
..V' ai v, undon ,-n <i*”un**r Pioneer, Friday.
that l must look for my vindication. But 1
11 n»*v
Fri lav a w:n ifuernllv cannot
■■■*:/. ‘iti. not
delay for an hour to defend the reputa:hi1*T'tt*od.
tion of Mrs. Klizaboth B. Tilton, upon whose
name, in connection with mine, her husband
Ira:., i'. 1
t Ii** iinu ol Frederick
..
t^i
lias attempted to pour shame, dm- less deserviih a brain disease, ing such disgrace 1 never knew. From childhood
she has been under my eve. and since
,*
'«*PIH'
I. .ri*. hi.tva*r\
;
iuipo''ireaching womanhood she lias had mv sincere
admiration and affection. 1 cherish for her a
ii,
'inj-iaiu lull 111 \ :uv in- pure feeling, such as a gentleman might honoroffer to a Christian woman, and which she
ably
\» ivio s l.y <*row«l'ol'incn
ii ill -,:
might receive and reciprocate without moral
tin* hanks m admire the
scruple. | reject with indignation (‘very imputation which reflects upon her honor or my
ili* <:
,iii!', 'iiii'w li**ii ill* \ emerge trom
<>wn.
.My regard for Mrs. Tilton was perfectly
Mm- wait*i
well known io ni\ family. When serious difli<
*
>•••
ultie<
l.
11 v
it
i<vs n.‘\ >mitla\
sprang up in her household, it wa> to
wife that she resorted for counsel, and both
1;.
).. »
1
Brow in*. my
of us acting from sympathy, and. as it subse*"
:•
i »)<■ )!**!i«.11- l -r- of
morn
quently appeared. w ithout full knowledge, gave
\ N mo aho\o
unadvised counsel which tended to harm. 1
nin".
have no doulrt that Mr. Tilton found that his
N tllH
f >' !
wile's confidence and reliance upon m\ judgI'liti: -.1
Ma.-liul « a ri rrrri m .1 ment had greatly increased while his influence
had diminished in consequence of a marked
in
.ii* h
}i a mum. -ayi11ir tl»:i! :i sailor
hange in hi.- religious and social views which
t«
-i.
...' Inr
umhri«ljrr. with -tolrii were taking place during those years. Her
•
ii• *v
:im.|
.-i
l.f!«iui:in.i to a shipmate*. mind was greatIv exercised lest her children
Mu’-ln M-ir. U»*«l Ih* -iruliirr. 1-uinl tin* should he harmed by views which she detailed
false and dangerous.
1 \va- suddenly and rudeI it. •1 1 ■. m
mi 'wVifov rum* foi liini.
!> aroused to the reality of the impending danill
uilroa.l w ill miss ger b\ the disclosure of domestic di-tres.-. of
-iekness, perhaps unto death, of the likelihood
1
!:
i l<» il -t i>! 1 li‘111*\
\Y \ mail. <>f
-eparation and the scattering ofafamiU.
I *
U
U
n’t
Hr propo-t- It. Ill*'t\
very member of which I had tenderly loved,
flu' fli rt upon me of the discovery of t lie slabIl
Its ami Iiiivcrl il
a
I■ 1 in
of Mr. Tilton’s feelings and the condition of hia .|v\ .jliiij 1!. >11 -. •.
family surpassed in sorrow and excitement
M
'i
L‘
iJ;.ini. 1 i-« iiui’irinir anything that I had ever before experienced in
That my presence, influence and < <miumy life.
-I! >:i IVom lilt pirr 111
-ei had brought to a beloved family sorrow and
I in* Him in 1 In
I'i:.
i.-i.
alienation gave in my then state of mind a
poignancy to my sutlering which I hope no
1 si..:i_
r
m]<:i i*• I\ hiirinl l.\ 11n*
other man may ever feel. Kven to he suspectniliiiL rum.
ed of having ottered, under the privileges of a
'•
liir.-ilu\ laitl tin* krrl of peculiarly sacred relation, an indecorum to a
A <
wife and mother, could not but deeply wound
1
.:!-!< ;
i|oo|)« 1 of4<MI lolls oil 11n* '.pot
any one sensitive to the honor of womanhood.
nil. him: s<h. Kthvanl Jnlmam
There were peculiar reasons for alarm in this
ease on other grounds, inasmuch as l wa- then
Tim-.lav.
"in is to I..* ownrtl hv lh*lf:i'.t
'H-1 to
liilllUlltiftl l.\ < Jlpl A 11 *»* 1*1 subject to certain malignant rumors, and a flagrant outbreak in this family would bring upon
M h or 11.
them an added injury derived from these* shameless falsehoods. Believing at tin- time that m\
i'
«m: m< i. 1 iiat rtmipr'nr lIn*
itr
presence and counsels had tended., however,
w
si,
f.<:
,1
ill. -nil room ol l*olP anil
unconsciously, to produce a social catastrophe
m*.\
.Hum
in:iutiI li t<»r>. on Mou«luy
represented as imminent. I gave expression t >
my feelings in an interview' with a mutual
m
t t,.ii
for ‘inun. < hurl.-- V\\ Haimy.
friend, not in cold and cautious self-defending
1 ii:i!»ri*l«r*k«1 Dirt ion- words, but
eagerly taking blame upon my-elf.
nri’-i
jv-p»*rf. All tin wonI< ill and pouring out my hearl to my friend in the
-m.
\ pn*-- hi- -nrpri-r anti
strongest language, overburdened with the exHad 1
aggeration- of impassioned -orrow.
r:t1 ili»-:ii i«»n.
been the evil man Mr. Tilfon now represent- I
N t ^
\
\
< t(*o. \\
1.1 l"i Ml \
I’.iu krtt should have been calmer and more prudent. It
was my horror of the evil imputed that tilled
v
“rt* v • -'jr-iortiiuary imlm m<m!< for tho
me with morbid intensity id the\er\ shadow
■'t
1 lit* i r a< I \ rri i-rimnt.— A.
ili.riy «l
of it.
Not only w a- my friend affected L*rie\II iirh:.in »‘r i.11
:i!!' u11i*iili»hi to hi- -lock of ou-ly. but he as-uivd me that -mb expression-,
if eon\ eyed to Mr. Tilton, would soothe woundMu
v, unit*.I in Owen White’'
ed feelings, allav anger and heal the whole
riotliin" at \-».
trouble. He took down sentences and frag\. w
him
Ii»»|\ '! ahlr OH Sprill" ments of what 1 had been saying, to li.-cthein
as a mediator.
A full statement of the circum!
!Vji.■nii-iil to lot I»y
> H
stance- under which this memorandum wa*1
‘Min.,
|». !
} i
h:;- u won I to j
made I shall give 1<» the im estimating commitv payer-.
tee.
That these apologies were more than ample to meet the facts of the ease i- evident, in
n
i:*•
fUl'i'.ii .'it lilt- I>:iv 1 iir-tlav
Ihal they were accepted.
That our inlereour-e
»Hij aim t! i*\ iln Hrllu-t Ihm.I. was re-umed it- friendliness, that Mr. Tilton subse1 ii
.''-ml l.'iO jn-r ..iiThey ]fti at quently ratified it in writing and that lie hacontinued l"i four wars, and lill within two
1
1
-n>
itii in
il i !. .rmi-im.' h.-lwren
weeks, to live w ith his wile, censurable if (Ik*
!-*
n-1 <
iim
1 h>- 1.
that hilil l.rrii original charges hail been what i- now alleged.
•>.
u
*“»iU tinill 1
rli\floj.i I thrill Thai he would have condoned 1 lie offence nut
i*nlv with 1 ho mother of his children, but w ith
M iil'
:• 11 !
iMUiTfit thf plra-im- -ojjirhim whom lie believed !-■ have wronged them,
o• 11
.i- Ii. wihlrrr.l u !.*v\
hui ..»» ihr the
tin falsitv of this -tor)
absurdity a- well
tr..i
I apparent when it i- considered 1 lint Mr. Id.-r\ pioasani linn*.
ton now alleges that he carried tlii- guilt)
-core! ot hi- wife*- infidelity for -iv monthi ■■
K— kidnapping mi.-t.ip
,iill laid up ill hi- own breast, and that lien lie diIhal 11n-re might be a revulged it to me
tevi'-loping .\li lins-, tin* lather, pjiarac- conciliation w ith only
me.
.•'"*- llte a;
<
?
ini
i.-mpt
•'ll.
pi irate him in llie
1111*»n n:i> smc«*. m cwry i.»rm •■!
i.mli
'mi! child a- villainous
teaiing
guage and lo a nuiltilndc <>l witne-se-. in
written
Me kept lie in *u
statementand
in
documents,
limn his will*, lie says.
printed
declared hi- faith in hi- wile's purity. After
-*■
le1
iv.'h
ib-ent In reeruil her the
reconciliation «>i Mr. Tilton with l'ne. e\cry
He
highly dissatisfied with the consideration <<1 propriety and honor demandhandling nt the ease liv the detectives. 11 ed that the family 1 rouble ,-hould he kept in that
indcrstiMid that he will sin- the Herald -•■elusion which domestic affairs have :i right lo
-il.i- in the publication i the scandal. claim, as a sanctuary, and to that seclusion it
wadetermined that it should he coiilincd.
appears 11nn tin crime nt kidnapping Kvcry line and word of my private and c.,mi*
fence which was doubted dential letters which have been publi-hcd is1 ane
and ii the abductors are caught in harmom with the statements I now make.
ni'es
mild be brought against them My published correspondence on this -ul vt
hielt n ii i entail lifleen years sentence, comprises but Two elements, namely, the exto my grief and That of my desir. to
flic p. iit*.■ nave lor some reason or other pression
shield th«* honor<»t‘ a pure and innocent woman.
iss'
11
under
surveillance.
residence
put
I do not propo-e to analyze and contest at this
M .re Mel suiis are promised by Joseph time the extraordinary paper of Mr. 'Tilton,
hut
there arc two allegation- which I cannot
as
••lliitton
aiv.-rt, know
Joe. against
■e N**w
York Herald and the Evening permit to pas- without special notice. 'They
refer to Hie only two incidents which Mr. Tilton
fele'-r tp i. and the Age of Philadelphia.
pretend- to have witnessed personally, the one
< alvert
itin man accredited by those an alleged scene in
my house whiie looking
unnils w iih being a colleague of Woos- over engravings, and the other a chamber -eene
in
own
his
house.
Histatements concerning
r n: some iif his eonlideneo operations,
whereas In was a detective, and arrested these are absolutely false. Nothing of the kind
ever occurred, nor any semblance of any -itch
,\ Mister for one oi his offences.
Wooster thing. They are now brought to my notice for
W
propose- to take the stump, and is to the first time. 'To every statement which conippea. at the Opera House, Hermantown, nects me dishonorably with Mrs. Klizabeth K.
'Tilton.or which in any wise would impugn the
■i-mi.rriiw
evening, to lecture on the honor
and purity of this beloved Christian
la.lclphia Police A manager lias ot- woman. 1 give
tlie most explicit, comprehenr*-d ii.iu '■>11 pei week to lecture for sive and solemn denial.
\
weekll i- now alleged that the
Hf.nky Waki* lira • m i:.
tier was not made bona tide, and
Brooklyn. N. Y.. July±!. 1*7-1.
at 'he
Mayor has not the money to pay
Mirs. tii.ton's s£atemmn t
1 li.*
die.* are -aid to have
w
Mrs.
TitlUm
men and two women. English erimisays that site shall not ata
to
in detail to her husband's
Ip whose aid they believe they can
•.
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Yesterday

alter"

reply
arraignment.

<*i

herself'to only rjpp

or

She addresses
two of them.
She

Win A Hibson. who resides charges that Air. Tilton has hated Air.
well-known Ereneli Farm, made Beecher lor years, and the aim of his life
complaint to the City Marshal that one has been to ruin him.
Jane'- \\
Curran, a man about twenty
In referono t*> her letter- <«T confession
vc.tr- "1
age. employed on the farm durshe says:
g the haying season, Tuesday forenoon
went into the house where Mrs, Hibson
‘•Th. letter refer'red t<* in Air. Tilton’.- tenth
t- at w rk alone,
and made improper paragraph w as obtained from me by importuand by representation that it whs necessarnjio-. -. w hu ll -in* indignantly rejected, nity
for him to use in liis pending difficulties
■'hereupon he < i/ed and bound her, and ry
with Air. Howen. I was then sick and nigh
mmitted an outrage upon her person. unto death,
having suffered a miscarriage only
A warrant was i--ued for Curran, and
lour days before.
I signed whatever he reHflii ers
without
.ordon md Weymouth lound quired
knowing or understanding ilThe paper I have never seen and do
'iid arrested liim on the circus
import.
grounds not know what statement it contained. In
t evening, and locked him
up to await charge 1* a letter of mine addressed to Kranei(
evamination
urrati stoutly denies the
Moullon is quoted to prow that I never desired
a separation or was advisyd b\
Mr. or Air-.
charge
[Whig,
Beecher to leave my husband. 1 reply that
the letter was of Air. 'Tilton’s own concocting
III.- testimony that Ini'- ).1*1-11 given in which he induced me to sign a- my own, an
I1," estate nt the late
lleorge act, which in my weukues- and mistaken
lianlen, ..t New lurk, ha.- constituted thought to help him I haw done mo elicit •luring thc-e unhappy years.”
.a
interesting revelation cnneerning the
Her charge of Free Lovoism against
ne 1.1 m nneonnnnniealive hut generally
her
husband is made in these terms:
I
he
man.
e'-lrite
a
covered
respected
value ..I s linn,. lor which, us he died
“The iuipli«*nlion llrnl the harmony ol the
-i\
testate.
nephews from Belfast, homo w:h unbroken until J\lr. needier entered
il ms a frequent guest, and friend. is a lament
1: eland. Mr Harden's native
plane, put in able
satire upon the household where he, himeiainv
Mr Harden eatne to this country
self, years before, laid the eorner-stone of free
.11
his twenty-first year, and first in the
love and desecrated its altars up to the time >>1
iien nn-iue-s and next in
linying conimer- my departure, so that Uie atmosphere was not
a! paper ..massed the large inrtune mcn- only (Jodless. but impure for my children.
Anil in this etibrt and throe of agony I would
Hi.uned
large eirele of business ac- lain
lift my daughters and all womanhood from
jitaintanees supposed lie was a bachelor, the insidious
and diabolieal teachings of these
where he lived, and latter
nnt did not know
days. His frequent efforts t<» prove me
'Here was considerable surprise when a
insane, weak-minded, insignificant, of mean
>lr-. Harden put in 1 pei'itimi for adminis- presence, all rank in the oaiegory of heart lessHut in 184S a ness, selfishness and falsehood, having its di1 ration upon the estate.
ina\ in his present endeavor to convince the
rentleinan >o tears old and a
M'

:i.

■

lady twenty

younger leased a house in ( ornelia
and were known to their landlord
1
Hut Oeorge
Mr. and .Mrs. W alker.
\\ alkerandt
leorge Harden were proved by
-death to lie one and the same tnan, and
Mrs. Walker had no marriage contract to
how I11 fact, Holicrt W alker, a dissolute
man, was brought from Blackwell's Island
and made good his claim of being her
ou-band I in* woman had spent two years
in sing Sing lor stealing a watch, and
was abandoned by
Walker because she
was not good enough for him, but Harden
loved her well enough to hear with all
her fault for over twenty years, and aslimed her very honored name for the sake
This is, indeed, one
.it" liv ing with tier
.if the eases in real life that is stranger
than fiction, and it is not yet. decided.

world that
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distinguish
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belween

an

steered

directly

drag-rope,

Kollett, nr Saratoga, twelve
since hail a eliilil stolen from him.
be thief, or abductor, recently died in
tllevue Hospital, N. V.. but before dy% made a confession, and the child, now
foung man, is to be restored to his
her, who lias gone to New Vers to rote hint.
l'.erreau

ears

by is fashionable society like a wanningBecause it is hiehlv noli died, but very
r.
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many war- -tamling. has been permanently
cured by it, atu r every po--itde reim dv had l.e« ii
tried in .aim
it surely cur'* this tiiNot only do.
ea-e, but it
prevents its fastening itself upon the
-y sieiu, in climates vvhere change of food amt water
has inv anahlv produced it.
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tollows:

improper proposal.**
Mrs. Tilton then goes over the matter
of the lhicon letter, and details the circumstances under which she left her 11u
hand and went h> the Ovingtons. She
then tells how she returned to her house
home I loiind in> hiM»an«l in ne<i.
I told him where I had been, and that I did n«dJ
conceal anything from him as was his habit
with me. He asked who the
gentlemen were,
said no more, rose, dressed liimsell, and bade
me *|Oood
bye. forever.- The midnight [following, J was awakened by my husband standing by my bed. In a very tender, kind voice
lie said lie wished to see me. I rose instantly,
followed him to his room and sitting on the
bedside drew me into liis lap and said he was
proud ot me; loved me; that nothing ever
gave him such real peace as to hear me well
spoken ot; that meeting a member of the committee he had learned that he had been mistaken as to my motive in‘seeking the committee.
| and had hastened to assure me that he had
! W’en thoroughly wretched since his rash treat-

-_'7.

per.-on in the country who does not know and

appreciate tin* value of Jn/msmt's Aiiodj/w
J/iiiinirul as a family medicine? it i- adapted
to most all purposes, and i- the host
pain
destroyer that can be used.
What i- tlie difference between a carriagewheel and a carriage-horse? One gne- better
when ii i- tired—the oilier don't.
the nia—
of tcvtimonv which has ae.mnnlated in lavmof
Dr. W’ixtm's liuUaui uf Wild ('hoyi'j as a
-ate, efficient. and reliable remedy in curing
rough-, cold- and pulmonary tli-ea-e. Many of
the cures are truly wottderlul.
not. conlain

you Christian lmlian?" asked n gentleone of the Cattaraugus tnhr.
“No."
the an-wer.
I whiskey Indian."
a

Karmen’s and slock raisers have frequently
told us that they have seen very good results
from giving >slurii/ini's < 'iimh'if < ond it inn
/’mi'df'l's 1«> rows and swine before and after
they drop their young. The powders put them
in good condition, and give them -lrcngth to
care and provide for the suckling-.

girl, having been desired l<»
introducing the word “carthe following to her teacher:

"Ibid children often carrion ia church when

quiet."

The happiest discovery of the age. ANAlvFSlS.au infallible cure lor PICKS, a scientific
combination of poultice instrument and medicine, endorsed by physicians of all schools, discolored hv Dr. silshev.a regular physician, and
used successfully in thousands of eases. Sufferers who have tried everything else in vain will
lind instant relief and permanent- cure. It iregarded by medical men as the greatest of
modern discoveries and pronounced infallible.
Price $1,00.
Sold by Win, O. Poor A Son
Belfast Me. and Druggists everywhere.
“Ala. lias Aunty Jane got bees in her mouth?"
“No, my son; why do you ask such a quest ion?"
“Because I heard Air. Briggs tell her that he
would take the honey from her lips; and he
was so long about il I wondered he didn’t get

slung.’*

Centaur Liniment**
There is

no

pain whidi the

<

'entaur Liniments will not reIiovo, no swelling they will not
subdue, and no lameness which
will not cure.

is

they
strong language, lint it is true,
iPl^YjtOE
They have produced more cures
of rheumatism. neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
sprains, swellings, caked breasts,scalds,hums,
sr.lt rheum, earache. A;.. upon the human frame.
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siumlales the food, and builds the child right square
up from sutlering. punv weakness, to strong and ro.
bust health. A perfect MF.DIi INK CIIK.SI' Fob*
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HALLS.

QUINCY

of BOSTON,

and I..*

Continued for Three Weeks.
f
Invention, Workmanship, a.el
part of our country are solicited.
(Odd, silver, and Bronze Modal* and Diploma',

Novelties

will be awarded for articles
!•

meriting special

You
Will
Suffer ?
To all persons suffering
from Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cramps in the
limbs or stomcah, Bilious
Colic, Pain in the back,
bowels or side, we would
say, thi: IIor si-: no ld
Paxacka and F v.mii.y
Linimkxt is of all others
j

|

the

remedy

you want lor

internal and external use.
It lias cured the above
complaints in thousands
of

cases.
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about it.
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For
Establishment. completely renovated.
< ircular and references,
apply to
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M.
AMP, POSE
LADIES' SEMINA BY
T1LDEX
opens tin* Fall Session of the

Monday, Sept. 14,

1»74.
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l LI All I OHM. VVALNll, ( «»vr.Kl'.l>
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In-avv Silver Dimmingtin- full length ot the cover
inside lined, a very .Neat and Handsome Style.
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ijNew

and Nice Rooms.

Splendid Skylight.
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MACHINI ST.
Successor to \«nm*r£ \\ alker.
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Pistols, Locks,
Umbrellas, Parasols, &c.. Repaired.
Sewing Machine'.
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,\re«ll.-'
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Vl-t»

WESTBROOK SEMINARY,
Stevens Plains, Mo.
mm: Fall IVruinl till

Ili-liltliioit will
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Tuosday. August 18th,

1874.
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ITineij.nl

'Hu* undersigned desires to inform the
former patrons of this House and the
lie generally, that it has been retitted
tdegantlyfurnished throughout. Steam- heat
added, besides extensive iinnrovonien
the culinary department, thereby ensuring the comwho may bestow their patronag e. The
of
all
fort
rooms are now ready for inspection, and *e»j"U"ements can be made as follows
First floor, per week, $18.00; second flgpr. per
week, $14.00: third floor, per week, $10.00: Tran
sient rates. $::.oo per day.

.ios.-ri)>1 ii>n

n, W. HANLET.

Proprietor.

BELFAST

FOUNDRY 00.

GOODS
or

ItOSTON.

WANTED

n Main St.

IMMEDIATELY.

donnoiAT AND RANT makers wanted
:,t once to

work

on

lioYS SI ITS in

Foumlry ifc Mnelimisi>

Manager

the
its

customers

of thi« establishment :uin..iiin*« l.
public that -ineeth. lire h.

anil the

Prepared

our

MANUFACTURING ROOMS.
Will-learn good Sewers to makethem. We are
hav ing a plenty of work to let to suit makers to take
LOTI'. & Ql’IMRYT,
t,» their homes to make.
rt.-ifa-t June jd.t, is:l—mi.

to Fill all

Orders

and to turn out KII!> |
|. \
proiiipun
WORK.
Mr.
Mr. Abbott.
Chu-e, and all tin- w.11 know n
supervisors and workmen of the establishment, u ill
--

with

Keeeiveil and made into SWITCHES at
”.*> .-.'tits per oitnee.
B. F. WELLS

(ienenil

has leased and lilted up the \V ild.r l oiunln at 1h«
Head of the Tide, Belfast, and i--upph in- it Wall,
I.ailoI'lan.-i
superior tool- of e\ erv descriplion.
Ac., and is

ul‘

hail in NLW VOUK

Jy )

y

l 0 5.00 C.00 8.00 ‘1.00

HAIR

1 d \d \
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IN at our idacc and e.et |‘K1<
WM. 0. POOR & SOM JoIiiiiiKi MhvL.

Hotel COMBING S

FORT POINT.

MW

,.r> .i..

:i

Ai tin* v«*n LOW Ls L IT11T.S that can he
A.

VI assiuiiukoa"

lmnis'}

V ,u'l.
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Also
10.0 .land the very Best al 15.
REAL HAIR,
RAVS, CHIGNONS.
ERIZZLITS, I INI N IIKAI0S
.And every

KXTIUE.1.1
s

v-

*

Switches for the Back Hair
M

on

ami continue fourteen weeks.
For further information achlre
4w:i*
(i. 31. I'.OlXil

New

in

sort tnohl

front Braids from 50e lo $2 00.
$2.75 3

Till

mt.hk in i

With increased facilities we are nov. i.ad\
furnish and nil MED.ICINE CHESTS
style and price, w ii h manual of lull .lit f -i.

msnis!

Machines. Guns,

lie ki-ojH on lian.l all j.art
Shuttles, lioMtiii'. Screw-ilrix
all kinds of keys for lock*..

A.

Im

T>.vrr\r

POWDER GUNS ,/Y

I.VDIES !!

LADIES!

Sewing

GREAT VARIETY OF

1',

nil-.

;

Drug's, Medicines.

FIELD.

CHARLES D

Main & llii’ll Sts

STOCK
—or

w.lik-

in She Business.

^Elegant Instruments,
fTho Best Artists.

PENOBSCOT BAY.

HRF.F. THOUSAND (3000',I.>I1:1P- want.'ilon
J

N. II. All |nT'Oii'imlolili'.l In ilir I.'i
tin* lain l'imoihv riiorii.lik*1 an limi il.
wiih our linn ami llnv. ivi|in -1. .i

New Furniture Store

on

parents having daughtrrs to educate are respectfully requested to correwith the Principal before deciding to send
spond
them elsewhere. Catalogues, giving full particulars,
sent to all applicants.
HIKAM OKCTTT. A. M., Principal.
W1.1.n.\non, X. IF. July *.>, l«;4.—'»\\

TiftlHeal

\ |: i I

which
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Ml

BBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL FOR BOYS,

no

Try it.
■jolrl by all Druggist
Iysp32

e

ar

at i.ittu:

I.

\T PEIrtCES BLOCK. BELFAST.

No. 46 Main

begins >eptember \M. Instructions
Special facilities for Modern Languages
and Music. I.uildings limM in Non England. For
information. address.

Why

.tir.. I ii.iniiiiatu.Tia.I. .i ui>'.Ki\
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1RUSSES and SUPPORTERS

] have old and experienced
ed at tin- hii'iin-- twenty \cars.

immily school FOR GIRLS,
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aiv'i'll to III.
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• MIic»* daily from
August 1st to August l‘»ih,
IV..ni >t a. M., to
|*. M.. to r«*e«-i\ «• tin* tax* •< of
t lio'O u in. \\ Mi to avail llu-mselve> of tin* discount.
1
ri ll II IP, I :l\ Collector.
|». |
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W ill 1 1

TAXES.
T our Taxes ami Sav

i ll 1. \\ 11.T.i
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JOSEPH I,. BATES, Secretary
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|r« .in.l ill
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imtic*

steam power, shafting, and -pace are free, and
f\\ •
of ally kind afe required t«» he | *;i i* i.

hal tin.

HANOI Nt i.'

\vt

■dde of the Moutv ill* Hoad and within seven minutes
walk Of the l'.elfa't Po-MMhee.
file aho\ e will hr
•old in lots trom two to live acres each having a
frontage on the Main Hoad of about four rods to tlw
acr<-. each lot being l’or’.y-lour rods de< p.
flare ino
unoccupied laud on anv oi our leading street-; -i
near the central
part of tin* city as this. In one
fourth to three fourths of a mile, hence d i> con
sidered desirable to di\ ide into building lots from itconvenience to town. Parties desiring a few acre?
for cullivatinn will lind it desiraldv located, with an
assurance of such increase in value a> will mak*
’he investment prolitable, terms of payment nuuh
known by imptiry of the proprietor. Sale positive
<
mveyunce f.v W arrantee 1»«-.-«! with proof of til ie
Pill 1.0 11 PPSPA Proprietor.
Uella't. .1 n 1
.‘\\4
h.

>.‘liool Vi
unexcelled.

\il I In- lali-

MOODY'S

11.

in

lrom every

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE.

I

I

iit>hi >i:i;s.

In* I’ltci-' vi-ry rlnap lor
tll and examine Indore
l’lea<e
1
parching cNcwImre.

ASSOCIATION

i F AN El) IL AND

rnni. UNUKILSKiNlih Uill -ell at ruldic Sale on
1 the premises, Tuesday Aug. 11th. at lu o'clock
A. M.,
forty live acres of land, -dunned on the south

flicse medicines have undoubtedly performed more
cures of Consumption than any other remedy known
to the American public.
They arc compounded of
vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing which
can he injurious to the human constitution.
Other remedies advertised as cures for Consumption, probably contain opium, which is a somewhat
dangerous drug in all cases, and if taken l'reeh i<>
consumptive patients, it must do great injury ior
its tendency i> to confine the morbid matter in the
vstein. which, of course, must make a cur- impossible.
Sehenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is warrante.t not tt» contain a part icle of opium l! is compos* d of powerful
but harmless herbs, which act on the lungs, liver,
stomach and blood, and tints correct all morbid sicretions, and expel all the diseased matter from the
body. J hose are the only means by which consumption can be cured, and as Sehetick's I'ulmonic Syrup,
Sea Weed Ionic, and Mandrake 1'ills are the only
medicines which operate in this wav.it is obvious
they are the only genuine cure for Pulmonary Consumption. Kadi bottle of this invaluable medicine
is accompanied by full directions.
I)r. Schenck is professionally at his principle of
lice, corner sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, and at the Quincy House, Boston, on
the following W ednesdays, June loth and :.’llh, July
Nth and ‘fid, and August Atli and 10th.

thill: in

\

<

v«>i i:

Cor. Main anil High Streets,
Win* li:is ;i!"•» ;i laryv a><«»rlm»*iU nt
All

—or—

1.>i■. sS< *11ENOICS
Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Wood Tonic,
ancl Mandrake Pills.
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WELLS.

I'UKI DRUGS
and CHEMICALS,
t ANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,
SPONGES, &C.,

AUCTION SALE

v will r»i; paid for any t ah.
J id Dyspepsia, Biliousness, l.iverC >m
plaint or Impart Blood that Dr.. .but Swi lid
STRI Xi; i lll’.NIMi BITTKKS will not reli.-w t.r
cure when all other rerut the- fail.it direction- are
time V'-p.
ollow ».l. sold h\ all dealerc*

duly
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MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE

Ready Made Clothing

Gents

Fancy Articles.
Forks. Spuoiis.

on iv-

Patent Medicine;

MAINE.

MECHANIC

s

PAPER

Industrial and id Exhibition,:
!lu*

Ice Sets.

1.50

l^i''"
B.

DURHAM.
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He*

I
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THE TWELFTH

Mid.

Kills in all Shades,

s

Tea Sets.

Iliad; or Colors, 2.00 ;

Sent In limit to :111\ jirrrt o! I

n.

Church Street.

BELFAST.
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-lock
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write a sentence
rion." presented
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Very Fine in all Shades,
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III: \l*Flt titan

Hay ford Block,

PIN

was

ha\

H. H. Johnson & Co

l'lio Aliovn Will bo Sold LOW

G. W. Burkett & Co.,

RETAIL!

A horrible ease of rape and murder was
revealed in St. Albans yesterday morning, I- tin- mo.-t
agr* abb-, ellective, and s^tu medicimthe victim being Miss. Marietta N. Ball, a lor every diw.i-c of the stomach anonovvels
ever
i.
Y A i'K >A !.!. until I ri'ln\ .Ini'. N't. tin
teacher in a district school, three miles compounded l y any person or process. Full and extiff Stock will I” closed Out at Auction ;•« tin*
directions
are
in
a
book
accomgiven
page
1'i'Uler.
east of that village. After closing her plicit
highest
pany ing each bottle Be -ure you obtain the genuine,
school last Friday afternoon, she set out hav ing the lac-simile signature of I II. Sanford up
CHAS. CURTIS & CO.. Assignees.
on the wrapper of each bottle.
to visit a friend a mile distant, her course
Head Quarter* 103 Broadway,
For -ah- by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicim-.
being over a lonely road, partially through WEEK*
NEW YORK.
A POTTEK. 170 Washington
woods, she was missed Saturday and
Ht. Boston, hen 1 .Igents.
search was made. Her body was found
>.
A. HOW Kb eSc U)., Agent
J. M. rLETCHER, M. D.,
Sunday morning. It had been conveyed
about fifty rods into the woods, leaving
TO LET.
traces of blood on the way.
Miss Ball
w as a girl of uncommon muscular power,
TESE.MKN 1' TO I.l'T, in tin* m \v two
Maine.
Belfast,
cornor of Milh-r and Cross Stand appearances indented that she made
story
OlVice aiui resideliee at the house nl .1 I, llaviie;
M. A. Cl'U.NA.V
Api*lv to
oWsjd
a desperate resistance.
Two men have
and
..I'
eitar
franklin
streets.
n't
cornet
arrested on suspicion, but the perpeji been
trator is probably still at large.
Intense
HALES
Man
excitement prevails.
SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR OIL.
flu most, reliable ami safe vegetable substitute for
to tend iua Market and iirocen More,
< istor Oil
ever compounded.
Instantly relie\es
and to deliver go< ds in tin- city. A faithful,
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
< olic, Cramps, Diarrhcea and all diseases dfchildrt n
reliable and hone*! man can obtain a good situation
IVething. Causes natural and healthy sleep, gi\rs on application to the subscriber
\\
have often wondered whether there i- a rest
to mother and child, regulates the fxnveK tlx.
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man of
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DYSENTERY
remarkable feats in the course ol
«>1 tlie
n >:
< hiee it got caught around
the journey
flutype has been promptly cured,
.1ST HEW
direct ions lor the use of thi preparation in tl.i- dia chimney, and laid it in ruins before it
'•a-e are !ho-e of 1 >r. I.dwards, of the Calcutta and
We
also
of
unhitched.
hear
it
houndgot
Bombay hospital-, and invariable result in a cure.
ing over the roots ot houses with a noise
CRAMPS AND PAINS
like thunder, and as a pistol-shot was
heard about the time the chimney was de- Whether produced bv indigestion, improper mod,
change ot water or diet, too free indulgence in ioHenry Dunbar. Jr., I>a- i« a>* d tinmolished. it is a fair inference that tho in- water,
-1 :lbl>‘ t'oi iihtIv (Hvnj»i**<l by 1*. ,\|. Mmuly.
sudden barges of temperature, an inline.ii<>ii
mates were not uniformly pleased.
Spring stn*<*t. oi.].i.-ill* tin* I-tman
Again atelv relieve,! bv i;.
11oll.-r. win•I'C* I.
ba- o]n ii<*il a livi-rv
it caught in the limb ol a large tree and
-tooKt-u
wit it
Malm*,
CHOLERA INFANTUM.
nearly capsized the entire concern. .Some
First-Cla>*» Horses, Now Carriages,
I his most dangerou- and fatal ailment of childj
men in a village in Columbia county tried
Harnesses. &c.
hood is promptly cured in the great majority of •:
to grasp it, and succeeded in winding it. when thi- remedy i- administered according to di- j
ft am- tunnsued for all oceaMon- :»*>.• I at ail (inn
once around a fence, only to see twenty ructions. When the first syniptonisappear.it- i in I (.ood and capable drivers tarnished w■
required.
mediate u-e iuvariablv prevents a serious attack.
iia
a rail ami trv mv Team?.
ii»; •<.i\
|
yards of fence rail torn away to no purH. DUNBAR. Jr.
l'he voyagers finally landed after
1>; 4.- P*
DIARRHOEA IN TEETHING.
r.fifa-t. .Ini'.
pose.
a thirteen-hours'
fo check the diarrhu a. aliay pain, and .{diet tin i
voyage over three States
and L'bii miles. Donaldson is now sup- child during the period ot teething, thi- i- tin- ’•••-! ;
amt salest remedy that can be u-.-d.
—o 1
posed to he well on hi- way to the oil
regions

SOU>

in*

\W

■

Lobsters! HAMBtTKCS !

Bye

\arilint-

<

Wholesale

I

j

SUNSHADES'

MILLINERY

$500 Worlh Kid
Cloves!

i.iii

..

call nml

TIME'

rignnm*

>.

'i

PATTERNS

■

..

Mo-

ALPACAS

PARASOLS AND

which will

The Mock eonsi-ts of l>res- (iood-, I’daek Alpacas, Piiptes, Lawns, Muslins, rainbri.
Nainsooks. Yeosimite Stripes. (’rashes.
Table Linens. Towels, Napkins.
Ib»isery, Skirts, Saeks. Handkerehiefs.Laee.s. Neck 'l ies.
Huttons. Kid and Lisle
«. lo\
-.le 'iintmr iti bbons.Fans.t. imps.Fringes
Malta Laces, standard Trimmings. Kelt-.
sa»-k < hnaments, shawl*. f lannels,
Hamburg*. Jewelry. It • m n a n
Woolens Cm Men and lto\
Wear, straw .Mattings.
Feathers, A.e.

SHIE NEWS.

k

1

popular brand-

imiM

New Goods Received

patrons rail lor goods advert bed
at a Y MU Y I. A IT! DAY. u lii'ii the i 11 j1,'
advertised have been disposed of.
I
stieli we adv ise to make us an eari\
• all.
as
these goods at the
1TM< i:s MAUKKI). • .Minor last more than
lavs.

1..-

-»*

Silver Grey 4 Steel Mohairs in all Grades.
Silver Grey 4. Black Stripe Silks 4 Poplins.
Paisely Shawls 4 Striped do.
Striped WOOL SHAWLS In all Grades.
Fine DRAPE T ETE foriLADIES' SACKS.

e Ita ve
placed all of these?goods upon mir
eoimters and every customer can sr
the number of yards each pie.

M:mv e»f

ill the moonlight soft amt fail
I! i- couch w it Ii beaut x lax e.
\nd angel- from ’heir -tarrx home
Keep watch o'er biotin i'- •■rax e.

OF

NEW

Thesegood'consist o! Itemnants.'diori Length
A
NV*“ have taken a general aremnulatioii of goods from every • lt*p:t rt menl«* I'
'»tir Large Nock. aiiil
shall oiler
them l<» lie* Fublie at a Tit 11Mi:\I>nr> SAUIIFh I
i\«ntn i:>.

tin

l<>

Aipacas & Cashmeres

»-tl .stock

^ e!

PORT

1 i«-ii

«:i

In Colors, 'or 25c per yard

>

eontaitts and learn the pri*
ol them.

l,

n

I

t >

\\

n-...mt

*

Brilliantines.

FINE

Jel-|
assort-l
Brier/I
and//
and/
try/‘

j

>h could \\f bin have dosed liiReceived hi- parting breath,
\ ml heard him speak one kind jood
11' fore lie -lej»t m death.

<

’ll!
v'!!i

■

length, porlormod

some

eoroii'- or

night:
“On going

mi.t

and alter -he had been safolv brought to
earth, the voyage was continued and was

4#In summing up the whole matter 1 affirm
mvself, before (Jod, tu !>«■ innocent of the crime
laid upon me: that never have J been guilty m
adultery with Henry Ward needier, in thought
or deed, or has he ever offered t«» me an iude-

at

ot: t

Donaldson's latest balloon ascension
emitinuesto furnish the New York papers
w ilh interesting incidents.
From the altitude reached h\ the balloon, ('entral Park,
we are fold, had the appearance of a large
lawn. New York like a city of toy blocks,
whil-t the Colo-seisin had the aspect of a
large-sized In-"wn paper collar. I'his was
isn.i feet abnV" the earth.
Stopping at
lie larm-hmi-e of Mis- ('harlotto Thompson. in Kamapo. that lady was induced to
take a trip in ..I’arnum" of two miles,

Her innocence of criminal connection
as

n i>

nknown to them thejmotl:i
I hat centred once mi ]•;m.
iknow n to them the -i-n •'
A ot death itself can dim.

t

MARKET.

M< *N *.v * d ulv J.'.
l‘.l FTKi: W
,|iiote line .New N oik and V ermont
at ■J*a.".»c ]*er lb. with an occasional sale at doe; line
N\ e-tei n. •.* »a .’7i*: fair to good Northern. •.'•'!a .'•><
eoiiunou to medium Western at -Oa'*‘.'e
per It*.
( HLIiSt;-W*- >|note ilo
market at 1.* 1-je f.*r
cimice taclory. 11a! .v lor good, and « ominon and
medium at siah»c.
L.Ci.S
Price* for whoh*alo lot* of Northern and
1 a *tern egg* range from
.*n _*de, according t«* puali
ty. anti •: 1 'a He" per do* for small lot* of repacked
and candled eggs.
BI.ANs 'fin demand i* light and the market
.a
piie! at si
per hu*h lor prime medium-,
s'.’ g-iag bn j>er hash for prime
7m *
j>ea bean*, ami
for -mail lot* <.f yellow eye*.
POi \l**l s- i'here i* an ahumlant -11)>I>
Lh'*d< l-land potato* ..i > 7 .a:;, ami Norfolk*
q
at about s
per bbl.
II NN
We ijtmte prim*- and fancy eoar-e liav at
•S‘.'4.c.’*i pel- ton. j.’ime medium at sglaami iin.
hav a;
i7 per ton.
straw at s :: per ton.

—

have been, unable to
innocent and a guilty

with -Mr. licet ber she declares

BOSTON

1

reet

I

m»n:i

arre.-ted on two charge"I libelling Henry Ward Reedier, and brought
beforedu-tiee Reilly of Rrooklyil, at live o'clock
Tin.-day. lie wa- seated in hi- parlor when ;
arroted and treated the matter \\ ith tin* inmost
composure. His bail was lived at
hut
*11M*n hi- word of honor that In- would appear
at 1° «*'.dock lo-morrow morning with bondsmen In* was allowed to
go till that linn* on brow n lveognixaiiee.
Tin* prosecutions are based
on his recent statement
arraigning M r. Reoeher.
II.- wa- ariv-ted at tin- iii.-tam-*
f Wm. d.
Hay noi. iv.-enfly from Rm-ton. w In-iv he had a
law "iliee at s IVmherloii
square. II- i- a
linunber of t he Rrooklyil A rgiis I all
Mr. < in v
mu -ay
hi- only object in causing the arrest i1o bring out all tin* facts.
(ireat excitement
prevail- in Rrookly n. and the matter i- di
u-sed .'11 ali the lending New York hotel-.
w

■

•!■-'

-aa

CunnedW^

A LARGE LOT

...

say.”

I'hcodorc Id it oil

..

captured

io

I>i>nn -[i** Fruits,
Kiii'iuI riiii'. '•arilini--. Pickle*.
oysters,
Uins. Confectionery. and a iin
kmont of
Meerschaum. clay and
nip,, lor Of Imported
lllpes—j»Do
1 Dorm-siic Cigar* at Wholesale
Don’t forgot to call and
a\ Retail.
W\Corey’- Cigar Holder, one •'■Ilf
-Hi.*

n m run iins

..

I

Silks.
I u tin-

foreign
fig-.

!

attention i<

hairs.
.Niil'.

.,

Wi:i>nt.sj> v v, duly
A : market for the current week—Cattle.'* 1 Id; s).» p
and Land'
Swine 7.boo; number ot Weston
Cattle toss. .Northern ( at tie and WorkingOxen and
MilehCovv*. 1 •.* ». I.astern Cattle,
Prie« of Beef <'attic, per loo lbs. live weight. Lx
fra quality s7 1.’ l-‘.*a? ■»'.>; lir.*t quality SO ?.'.a? f.'q
<» i'Jad i'*.*; third
second i|iialit\
af* no;
tpiulity
poorest grade c.f eoarseOxen, Bulls, jfcc., s:; dual ,*>.
Rrighlon Ilid<
>c per lb
Brighton Tallow 1 1 .*«•
per lb.
< "imtrv
Hide*
.v per lb.
Country fallow
1 ! VC pel" lb.
Calf Skins— l.'»al7c peril*. Wool Sheep Skius &•.*.'•"
a ! no.
I.amb Skins 7*oc. sheared Sheep Skins
Working C*xen— We <|iiote sales <*t 1 pr, gth .it
S-'o;,; ! pr. 0 ft. Inin, sis’*: 1 pr. ti ft. loin slob; i
pr,<»tlt bin. $17.0; 1 pr, e tt. in, S17<>.
Mi Icli < 'o’.vs and Store*. We <piote ext ra at s
*•
ordinary s.’ba.'.u per liead.
and
Lamb*
l
lmse
from
the West vvi ie :1
Slice]*
"'vued h» hutchers.
Western Sheej* cost landed at
Ja; 1
Brighton
pel-lb. I.ambs pad 1-*.' per lb.
** vvdue
■.'store I *ig*
Wholesale, 7 a 7 1
per lb. 11
tail. 7 1 Ja'd ]•
in market.
lb.. la t I loirs—7
'C; 4a7 peril*.

C.\|»\ >1A.XH»\*ri.MiNT.

Black

-< IK

s

BRIGHTON CAT TLE MARKET.

flu- ) !x |
say- Mr. Tilton has at last clo-ed
his mouth. Me was \i.-ited thi- forenoon by a
Uimibeithe members of the pre--. but hiaii-wcr to all wa*. **l
Iiave nothing further to
-ay in regard to the ease, and 1 respectfully dehe interviewed.''
elm"
The question was
aske 1 wheiher in had anv -talement to make
over hi- own signature in
refutation of tin*
s’aJemciil published, and hi- repdy wa-. d

■

1

it.ion

1>M.
lOaOO
-sgaaCo
lUaO
leak!
maOn

■*

I-Mward Ovington. at .whose house Mr-.
I ilton i-topping, say- -he i- perfectly calm
and serene. >ln- read the interview with Mrs.
>tanton and pronounced it utterly false,
she
had been advised by friends not t.. make any
written denial (.1 statements trom -mb -oiin-rs.
Mr-. Tilton's < hildivn iiave gone to Montclair
to hi r friend-.

...

s

A<jt.

In Rockland. .July loth, Frank F...-on of l
lijah
and Irene Titus, aged g years. s> months,
In Hurricane, July goth, Laura F. Churchill,
aged
I year, s months.
in Rockland, July goth, Willie A.. son of W. I
and Sophia Suckfbrth, aged
months, p.i days.
In Rockland. Julx .’1st. .Mi-- Luev s. W aterman,
aged f,o years, months.
In Rockland. July gd. l-'rcddie
Clayton, ,-ou ol
Allien l; and Su-au M. Haskell, aged : \ear-, J
months, 7 days.
In Rockland. .Julx loth, J.muni,
only daughter of
Robert and F.iuelia Farris, aged <’■ x ears. 7 months.
In >ulli\an. Julv l-dli. .Mi-- Rachel White, aged 7*v
years.
In Orland, Julx ldth, .Martha 15., wife of James <
>awy<T. aged in years and f> months.
In M'e-t Rrook-ville. July lltli, I li/a. only child
<i| ( apt. A-\\ ton J.ord. aged ! year.? mouths.
In Trenton, Julx '.Mli. Ldxviu s., only child id'
and IJi/n .). liouglass, aged I \ears and
II email (
s mouth
In Wilmington, A <
at the Marine Hospital, of
-chr. I.ottie Ames, Caj.t. L. R. Nash, Rockland,
May l.Sth, ol I’neuinonia, 1‘rentice C. I’almer of
Rockland. Me., eldest son of (>. I). and <
15. I'almer
of l.iberty■. .Me., aged gs years, S month.-.
He sleeps afar from childhood's home.
Mid stranger- graves alone.
Andthex wlio pass that lone]v mound,
Repeat the xxord—unknown.

$l.;*Ca00 Mutton per lb.,
I..’.»a0<f Lamb per lit.,
s? 1.00 Turkey per lb.,
OUaOO ( liicken per 10..
»a0"
Bariev,
)0:»o..»e Duck per 11).,
i'»:iis
Roan*,
Marrowfat Pea*. 1 .u0al.-.’."i (Jeese per lb.,
1.5a i.'*
sl.aK
Oats,
70a?..,IIay per ton,
Potatoes, new.
l.oual. •.***! Li me,
sbdaaO.tO
Dried \pph*s,
lea 1::|Washed Wool,
lea 11
noaooj'mvashed Wool,
:’.0a
Cooking Appl»
Pulled
l>aOO
Rutter,
Wool,
-.'.'nigs;
l.’al- Hides,
Cheese,
7a on
l-la"o
Kggs,
lSii2C|i’:ilf,skins,
!
land.
ni.OU
laiHijSheop Skins,
Reel,
sal jjllard Wood,
Sb.C» as.10
* I.OOaCCO
Raldvviu \pple*.
iiua.oo soft Wood,
N eal.
7a" Dry Pollock,
1:0
7 as st raw
Dry Cod.
pi

Rye
Rye,

Corn,

uml

mi

years.

BELFAST

M« al,

a

In this city. Sarah L.. daughtei of Sullivan and
Bum inrohcr i* * t h. 5*
hied ,lnlv
Syl va Hickg:5(l. 1>74.
In Stockton. July l.'m. Mi- I li.a A. Dxeriock.
wife of Frank Overlook. aged
vear-. .’ months. IS
years,
In Lincolnville. July
d, Mr- l’rmlence Cahkrwood, aged 75 years ainl 4 month.-.
In Thorndike, .Inly g.’d. Mr orrlu i
I.dmond-,
aged 40 years and X month--.
In Unity July glth l.’lioda \.. wile of< Y.flin .Mitchell. aged (iJ year-.
In Rockland, July lf»th. Mr. ri-eiie/.cr Mden. nm-d
yea rs, ; months!
days.
In Rockland, July gl-r, Charlie
-on ol John
A. anil Sarah J. Ingraham, aged 1 vear. I month. I!

vs mm v is more than a substitute for CasOil. It is the only safe article in existence
wtiich is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind-eolie and produce natural
sloop, [i contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.
lvls;

PRICE CURRENT
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
lii i.r vsT, Wednesday, July
Hour,
s'.H!i>Hia.00|Itouud Hog,
Corn Meal.
sl.oojtTear Salt Pork,

11—j»**•• i;11
D 4

Duh-, A

th« ii

to

Spriag l SnBHiur DreaGood:

DIED.
Ohil ita ii/ licit
•, /-. i;cin! I fit
must hr jmitfjbr.j-

it«•-> attention

»*\

INI E W

$3000 Worth

Collins, all ol I nion.

containing

circular

c
tor

■:

••

a

I

—OK—

+ ■CTTOT»»i?wvsw'c:.«a,.ii» t^+imxvfrv*******

certificates, tie* recipe. c., gratis, to any one requesting it. One
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment i>
worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses
and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep, stockowner*;—these liniments are worth your attention.
Xo family should be without them.
‘•White wrapper for family use;” Yellow wrap‘>0
Sold by all Druggists.
per for ‘animals.
cents per bottle: large bottles, $l.bo. .1. ft.
Rose ,v C«>. f>n Broadway, Xcw York
send

IH'.XIKS

sr

and Mi-- Marx I

ning tumors, &e.. have been received.

II. H. Johnson & (

| Closing Out Sale

I’hoinaston.
In 1‘niou, .June 11th. Mr. l'.dmoud Crowell. Jr

Goods!

Dry

I

.Miss A. Archer.
In Kllsworth, .Inly ■> Mr. Hani' l Woods and Mis
Clara I'reworgy.
In .Sedgwick, .June j;tli, Mr A. 15. Karl of .Milford.
A IK, and Miss .Julia K Kmerson of
Sedgwick.
I n Sedgwick,
July 15th, Mr. Kdward C. Cole and
Miss Hattie M. Coombs, both ot S.
In Thomaston, July gOth, Mi. Alan-on <». Tobie
and Miss Lauretta l.enuond, both of Tliomuston.
In Thoma-ton.
.July g.’.l, Mr. Charles W. Lewis of
<
Lmma Y\':i11s. of
harlestown, Ma-- and Mi

including

cures,

city,

ol'

articles ever before sold, and they sell he
cause the\ do just what they pretend to do.
Those who now sutler from rheumatism, pain
or swelling deserve toasuflVr if they will not u>e
Centaur Liniment, while wrapper. More than
1000 certificates of remarkable

GRAND

.lulv
by ![,•>. ,1. A. Itoss, Mi
Kplimim Mmlclocks Mini Mi-'s Ksteila C. Hilton. I.otli
Belfast.
In Kllsworth, July 14th. Mr. Samuel R. Hollis ami
Miss Adtlie Young.
In Kllsworth. .1 ul\ !:th, Mr Frank <b Bowden and

(’ripples

as no

SAN ANTHONY AS1> CV1»V '•TANl'uN Ci.U.M
to it a\ r:
i:r,( i:ivn> mi:>. tii.ton’s o*n1 T'-siON.

MU'.

MARRIED.
Ill tills

throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
poisonous lutes are rendered harmless and the
wounded arc healed without a scar. The recipe is published around each bottle. They sell

The Rrooklin Argu- print' an interview
with Kli/abefh Cady Sranlon, in which she
tell* a long Mon the substance of which i' as
follow': That w'hilc Mrs. Rullnrd was editing
the Revolution a party of “Reformers" met in
Rrooklvn and on. saparating, Mrs. Stanton.
Theodore Tilt*»n and Mis. Rullard dined at the
latter'- ii*.-idencc, while Susan R. Anthony
dined with Mis. Tilton.
That during the dinmu- Tilton told the t wo women t lie whole story
of hi'wife's infidelity and Reecher's guilt; relating it to them a> Reformer* as "a phase of
"ociai lile." Next eve she told Miss Anthony
ilia: Theodore had related a strange story,
whereupon Susan said she had heard the -ann
story from Mrs. Tilron.and on comparing notes
the accounts agreed.
Mis- Vuthony said that
Mrs. Tilton was angry about the separation at
dinner and when her husband eanie home there
was a quarrel. That both got intensely excited
ami in the heat ot passion both confessed having
violated their marriage vow-. Miss Anthony
escaped from the .-cone and in a few moments
Mrs. Tilton dashed up stairs followed by her
husband and rushed into Miss Anthony'* room
when she bolted the door. Tilton stormed and
raged and she feared In* might kill hi- wife and
so would not let him in.
Then in the intense
excitement, she -ay-. Mrs. Tilton amid -o|jand tears confessed the w hoh -lory of her o\\ n
faitllles-in*-- and Reedier'* course.
Next
morning Tilton told Mi-- Anthony never to
elite
hi- house again, and -he told him -he
would w hen -he chose*.

■

■

irritant, all-healing pain relievers,

dul not then show my hurt, but carried it
within.
All night, till early morning, reflection upon the scene at Mrs Ovington's convinced
me that notwithstanding
my husband's recent
professions u> me his former spirit had not
changed: that his declarations of repentance and
affliction were only for the purpose of gaining
my assistance to accomplish his ends in his
warfare with Mr. needier. In the light of
these conclusions my duty appeared plain. I
ro>e quietly and
having dressed, aroused him
to say : “Theodore, 1 will never take another
step bv your side. The end has indeed come."
He followed me to Mrs. Ovington’s to breakfast. saying 1 was unduly excited, and that he
had been misrepresented. perhaps. hut leaving
me determined as before.
1 low to account for the changes which twentyfour hours have been capable ot producing in
his mind these many years past, I leave for
tiie eternities with their mysteries to reveal.
That he is an unreliable.1 unsafe guide, whose
idea of truth-lot ing is self-loving, it is my misfortune, in this late. «ad hour, to discover.
I'l.i/ vm i n 1*. Tii.ton\
(Signed)
duly 2:i. t*M.

n<

■

Mrs. Tilton then describes the stormy
scene at Ovington's and concludes her
statement as follows:

we

I

Since that time there have been made
public the statement ol Beecher himself,
and of Mrs. Tilton, both of which will be

i' now

and oi'iduaiita, spavin, gulls, <fce,, upon animals
in one year than have all other pretended remedies since the world began. They are counter-

there

The

iivn> ili!*

the night before, Ac. Then and
covenanted sacredly «»ur hearts and
lives, 1 most utterly renewing h.v tru.-t in the
one human heart 1 loved."

ment of me

Beecher Busines!>.

The

t* < omo.

be found at

the

now

place, ready

to

Manager's office in l*heni\ Row.
Whito'a store.
We

are

prepared

to

doji"

-aw

wait upon
o\er

,-u

t.e..

in" and wood

in:

in",in

i
n

Having ju-'t put
any amount and style.
w.
some new and expensive tools for tlm purpn-i
can now execute iron planing to »r. iu. lt.and im
up to If* feet lengths.
Orders left at the office over Hen. W Whit.
Phenix Row, will meet with prompt attention
Mutineer
W. W. CASTLE, President
ISAAC C. ABBOTT. See’v & Superintendent
tfi2
Belfast, Sept. 22.18*3,

shafting

....

Laud

Too
a

kind

manner towards M inth
(Minors Burns and Atkins reached I
the street in the sliortcst possible time,
runuing down Ninth avenue to Fifteenth

their way in that

of Dreams.

no

In- a region over4\vhuse existence
Tii-. shades of doubt and disbelief are .t-1
V realm that lies, obscure bv night and distance.
<

Vague, visionary

vast.

W hereof 1 haste to bring,t > friend au<l strangers.
Some, brief account: for 1 am travel worn:
But lately treading, after many dangers,
The margins of the morn.
The mountains lift their summits, dim and
hoarv,
In undulating grandeur, far away.
And all things wear a pale and languid glory.
Unknown to brazen dav,
Thep’

an

dent Night, her starry rule sustain-

ing,

>way> her mild sceptre over land and
Ymid her royal court serenely reigning.
With peace at her right hand.

sen :

And Sleep, her slave, duskv and huge as Dagon.
Before her, prone and powerless us the dead:
One arm still around bis purple-stained flagon.
And one beneath his head.
There all strange beauties rapt Fanev renders,
Eh wrapjthe sense; from dill's that nod around.
White cataracts, moonstruck with golden splendors.
Drop down without a sound.
Still meadows

where

nocturnal blooms

are

growing.
Languid with love, lie lapt in slumb'rous
calm;
Wooed by enamored winds so faintly blowing
From groves of drooping palm.
By winding creek and sedgy-margined river.
The heavy-headed poppies doze and do/e:
Narcotic sweetness libs rhe air forever,
And all tilings love repose.
And around the land a mighty wall arises.
Upon whose gates eternal starlight gleams.
Showing a legend with antique devices
Inwrought—The Land of Dreams.
Two

Veils.

From the nun's wan life a buried passion
Blossomed like a grave-row* in her face:
“.•sweet, my child,'’ she said, “in what Jair
fashion
Do you mean to wear thD lovely luce

street, securing their men as they cmcrgI
Ollieil from the front door of No.
two of the men
L'er Burns captured
while Atkins took the third.
The men'
were completely ■•winded'’ and could not

G&^M£MT suspender
ami abdominal
relieves back,
gans of

a

Grand Rush

all the skirt* over the
'boulders. Ho button or senn ing «‘€|iiii i'il. Samples by mail, 50c
inducement to Lady Canvassers.
C. S. KINSEY,
Fat.Aug. 13,1673.
Sole

Agent for Ni

GOOD WILL AND FIXTURES
QTOCK,
of the oldest and best saloons in

England, 50 .Summer St., ltostou.

\v

ed

GRAIN THRESHING
tin* rickety stairs into the
AM)
cellar, with (.'apt Cherry loading, a representative began an exploration of the
Wood
burglars' work. The darkness was in(PATENTED,)
tense until a candle was procured. Alter ;
Manufactured and sold bv
passing the double partitions, which
A. W. GRAY & SONS,
were intended to prevent the noise of the j
MIDDLETOWN, VT.
drill being heard on the street, a boiler,
machines that have
l’urtio who wish to
1
capable of standing a strain ot 120 lbs. proved to be superiorpurchase
to all others, will do well to
pressure to the square inch, was seen in a send lor circular find descriptive price list, which
The beams ot the lloor were will be forwarded upon application, free.
corner.
tound cut away, and directly opposite the
large safe in "the Savings Bank the wall
'NTS
was entirely removed.
A hole had also and Indian rrbrs of A <‘ir England." A work of
interest, ii. It. Rcssi.i.l., Publisher, f»b
been drilled through a solid block of thrilling
( 'ornhifi, Boston.
granite into the lireproot vault ot the
bank. The men had evidently left every'Trust
thing in a hurry, for drills and the heavy National Loan
Capital. (^100.000,
mallet of load and wood were close by.
The wall was heavily braced where the
TOPEKA, KANSAS.
brick had been removed, and everything Has
unsurpassed facilities tor loaning money at lo
exhad the appearance of being done by
and 12 percent, interest on First Mortgage Security
ttiree tunes value of loan. First-class Kansas and
perts. The room on too second lloor. ! Nebraska Securities for sale that will pay the inveswhich had been occupied by (iilmorc, was 1 tor 1" to 1 r.
I’ent. interest. Send for circular. Ad
It HAYWOOD. Secretary.
found in a dreadtul state ot confusion. dresThis floor was three rooms deep, and in
C IT sample bottle of YdaviiMon'ii
the third one was seen a most complicated
nLL Botanic llaKani at all drug
There
beams.
and
of
levers
Dt-’.
Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
arrangement
Asthma, Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &.e.
seems to have been an intention to attack
?.'» cts. Dr. F. W. Kinsman, Probottles,
The Large
both the hanks on the same night
prietor, Augusta, Maine. $'.000 for a ease it will not
communication between this floor and cure’ Try it. ftOilI) bv all llrsiggT%t«*.
tlie ball-room was effected through a door
which could scarcely lie noticed Irmn the WATERS' CONCERTO
ORGANS
,1 perfect
llu auMt heautifid .// utyle
dancing-hall side. I'll'; was the door
nnule.
J'ti,
(’OICEH'IO
tone
ever
through which the three fugitives who I «b | Ol* r. bent ever placed in any Or*
were captured etfeeted their entrance to ! •>-.»!». Ji i yrr.-u.i u;i I--* extra set
re«*ds
peculiarly voiced, tin EFFECT o/ irhi-Ji
the hall-room and thence into the yard

Sawing Machines.

VnST^i

WANTED--A8

ai

Company,

FD

MOKT <114 It <ll\<; and NOUDM'lfl
The liar-keepers were iH permitted to I| IK ■
/. ,t
EMITITIOI ofdhr lit'sleep on the premises In the billiard | MAX VOICE .• KIPERH. yv.-ni.s- I iksral.
In the kitchen Waters’
room were six tallies.
&
the tire in the range was burning brightORGANS.
Orchestral
ly, and the tables were all ready for the
iViaCK rKKYTH CA»F«.o;*
No burgcustomers oi the ensuing day
I

r,

made, trr.d combine PtHITl

best

to

tin* continual arrival of late

“Sister,” laughed the girl with girlish laughter,
“Sister, do you envy me my veil?”
“You mav come to ask for mine hereafter,’
Answered very piteous lips and pale.

Dry & Fancy Goods

3? ill be rewarded on
* ai/Offick.

...

n.t

have a care—you are forgetting.
broider thorns among my dowers.
<nly bud" and leave-: your tears are wetting
Ail mv bridal lace.” They fell in shower-.

“Mster,

Do

<

have seen the hole in the back ot the

Canada. A liberal discount to Eocher<.
Minister*. ('lunches. Softools, Lodger. «>.'• 7/7/ <
TEA TED f ’A TA / Of.' I E S Mailed.
HOll ACE WITERH & MOX.
4«I IBroadwav. lew York.
1*. O. Box

It i now
safe unless lie had opened it
very clear why Gilmore was not particular about the mortgage expiring on Aug.
1st.
As it lias turned out the hanks do
not lose a cent.

not

Vt home,
EMPLOV.HOT
j Mule
Peniale, $30 a week warranted. Ni
capital required. Particulars and valuable* *amph
scut trr
vddress, with 0c return stamp.
<
R08»,Williamkl»urtf S. Y.

CtOJERTAWT
m

After year- and years, beside the grating.
•Dii, that saddest sight, young hair grown

An All-Night Moonlight Sail ThroughL

With dry boughs and empty winds awaiting
At the cloister door, came one to pray.

The Buffalo Courier gives the details otICCt
pf fdavat home. form* free. Addn
the balloon voyage of Professor King *JsJ t ©Ofl
vLU
>iinsmn M ('«>.. Portland, .Mea
Salem
to
between
from that city
point
of
about
and Brighton, N. .1.. a distance
five hundred miles. It seems that only
two longer balloon journeys have been
made in this country. Before cutting loose
one of tlie voyagers had his watch set at
exact Buffalo time, and by this chronometer Professor King cut the rope and the GENERAL RENOVATION
--ANDballoon lelt the ground at precisely four
minutes past six o’clock. One minute NEW FURNISHING-.
alter leaving the earth the balloon had
rite subscriber Informs his old friend' am
risen to a height of 1,1110 feet.
Professor
the public that he has resumed the manage
King decided to run rather low, and
nlent of the American House, and that h<
allowed the Buffalo to descend so that at
will proceed at once to renovate it fromtoj
lo bottom and refttrnMi it with cntireh
many times the drag-rope would touch now lunmure, ami in an
mat;*- it one
tn,
The Buffalo -ailed on all1 be-t hotels in the State. respectthe ground

Space.

gray!)

Si-tcr, see my bride-veil! there were never
Idiom- so sharp as those within its lace,
bister, give me yours to wear forever:
Give me yours, and let nn hide my face.”
[bailie M. B. Piatt.

A

Bold

Attempt.

|

AMERICAN HOUSE

1 here is a good deal of romance as
well as science in crime. Here is a case
which took place in New York
A man
by the name of Gilmore leased the building, corner of Eighth avenue and Fourteenth street, and opened a chop house.
Gilmore was an exceedingly affable man.
He was pre-eminently qualified to reply
to advertisements Irom
property owners night, flying over peak alter peak, and
for "genteel parties,” who would lie will- the
eyes ot those she carried so gallantly
ing to become tenants fie became pop- were pleased with the right of cultivatedI
ular at once, and the man who owned the lands in the
valleys After the light t
premises was perfectly willing to close day died out Professor King felt sufficient
the contract for §7000; 83000 were paid confidence that the direction in which he
n
cash by the genial Gilmore and a had thus far sailed would be
preserved, to
mortgage for the remaining $4000 was feel reasonably certain that the balloon
given. The chop house was a success would traverse the mountainous regions ot
Gilmore was an enterprising man. He Pennsylvania. The course could not lie
took a great step forward by
renting tiro accurately determined between the dying
building in the rear of his own, which out of light and the rise of the moon, and
opened on Fourteenth street, just below hence the advent of her celestial highness
the corner of Eighth avenue.
At this was awaited with much interest, and
-Cage of the narrative it may be incident- when the "sweet regent of the sky’ did!
ally mentioned that there is a bank at the silver the scene she was most politely
corner of these two great
thoroughfares, though enthusiastically welcomed. The
ani tii.it by the possession of this billiard
great advantage of her illuminating presLa i tin- genial Gilmore, as it were, took ence was that the direction of the balloon
the banking house within his embrace. could be traced
When day dawned the
II this fact had ever occurred to any of balloon was iOiind to be
sailing along
the neighbors, or had it been generallv parallel with the Susquehanna, and to the
known that lie rented both the building west of it, and just entering the n< them
on Eighth avenue and the one on Fourportion ot York County. 1 lie scene was
teenth street tor his sole occupancy, not
indescribably beautiful when looked upon
even the most cautious
depositor would from such a height as that at wni -h the
ha\ o been uneasy, for Gilmore was “a
occupants were. The sun rose higher as
s glare man" and
paid iiis debts. Equally the ball on crossed into Maryland, amt
worthy of temark was it that lie always the wind changed, causing it to ake a
opened and closed both the chop house more easterly direction, parsing over the
and the billiard had himself. He was al- Susquehanna live or six miles above
ways present and saw to his own business Havre de (trace at lorty minutes past five
strictly Industry has its reward, and in A. M.. l icn at an altitude of nearly 8,000
this case it is a tact capable of verifica- feet. The panorama was one never be
tion that at least one trader in the vicini- fore unfolded to the
eye ot man—the
ty -felt that the bank was more secure noble Susquehanna, opening into Chesabecause Gilmore was so near it.”
As peake Bay, and Delaware Bay and River,
the weeks rolled on the enterprising pro- with the
surrounding surpassingly beauprietor opened a dancing academy over ; tiful country for over titty miles about
the billiard hall on Fourteenth street, and
being given to tiie gaze at once. At haltthe receipts of the establishment were |
past six a. it. the balloon passed directly
over Delaware City on the western shore
very large
the large brown stone edifice on the ot Delaware
Bay, and she was at a height
northwestern corner of Eighth avenue ot nearly two miles. Cape May was disand Fourteenth street is occupied by the tinctly visible, and
beyond that the broad
New York County National and the New expanse of the Atlantic Ocean. This was
York .Savings Bank. The latter is located
glory enough for one voyage, and as the
in the basement story and the former on
country below was advantageous for a detne floor directly above, reached from the scent and the balloon was
travelling rapidstreet by iron stairs.
ly towards the sea-coast, which was not
A carpenter on Fourteenth street was
many miles distant, Professor King decidedi
employed to erect two strong partitions to land. The basket first struck quite
in the cellar, both extending from wall to
violently in a corner ot a wheat-field, rewall, and intended to deaden the noise of bounded over half a mile of scnib-oak:
tiie street, so that the scullery maids who and
hickory saplings, and then came to a
were to attend a steam boiler "for
heating decidedly tumultuous settling at five minthe billiard room and supplying hot wa- utes
past seven in the morning.
ter to the bars” would not be interrupted.
A day or two alter Gilmore engaged a
workman to move a small tubular boiler
of unusual length from the kitchen to the
back cellar. The boiler was moved and
Gilmore was a practiput into position
cal mau; he believed in utilizing the
tradesmen and mechanics of the neighborhood.
About midnight, as Officer Keller of the
16th precinct, was on his post in lront of
the Mew York Savings Bank, he imagined he heard the sound of a drill, which
seemed to come from the counting room.
Keller wailed quietly till his partner
came to the corner, when he at once informed him of his suspicions, and sent
A Kfoua« lkol«l without Tarrani
Seltzer
him by a circuitous route to the station
house for assistance.
The Secretary of Aperient within reach, lucks an important safeguard of health ami life. A few doses of tills stand
the Bank was also notified.
Capt. Cher- ard
remedy lor indigestion, constipation and bilotiswho
had
been
anxious
about
the
ness, relieve every distres-lng symptom and prevent
ry,
bank, on account of an occurrence dangerous consequences For nV bv the entire
trade.
which had come to his notice, had for drug
ten days previous been cautioning his
AID CAnHERCIAL
men to keep a careful watch ot the instiIISTITETE, lew Hawn, Conn
tution. The reserve was called out at Fortieth year. Prepartory to College, the Scientific
and Capt Cherry conducted the Schools or Business, with systematic and thorough
once,
physical training by military drilling, gymnastics,
in person. All this time the clank rowing,
&c. Catalogues sent on application. \YM
squad
ot the drill was heard, as regular in its if. RUSSELL, Principal.
pulsations as the beating ot a hydraulic
ram.
Roundsmen were ordered to gain
the roof ot the house in which the billiard room was located.
A squad apIN MIRA SKA,
proached the front door, and a sargeant
knocked for admission. Again the suave
NOW
FOB
SALE VERY CHEAP.
Gilmore displayed his business tact; for,
as the second-story front window was
(! Ter Cent.
Ten Tears Creilil, Interest
slowly raised, his lace was seen thereat
and without waiting to be asked to open,
Send for
he exclaimed in the same old, cheery
way, “hold on, a minute, sargeant, Til A handsome Illustrated paper, containing the Ifo.ui
be right down.” With such a cordial re- stead Law, a NEW NUMBER just published.
Mailed free to nil parts of the world. Address
ception what could any officer do but
O. V. DAVIS,
Land Commissioner V. P. It. if.,
wait? The face of the proprietor again
O\taiia, Ni k.
appeared, and again lie said, “all right,
I’m coming now.” The officer was patience personified. lie waited. Atradesman
SUM.
e,'n- ‘vr
N- I Basks,
BishopC.ii
iu the neighborhood saw a man emerge bert Haven !>y
and Wm. H. Cornell, flu
witi
from the scuttle on the roof of the invest- eulogies of Carl Schurz, Geo. \\\ Curtis and others
Exclusive territory. No competition. Address ,i.
ed building, and make his way
rapidly H. Earle, Publisher, Boston.
along the housetops to Fifteenth street.
The door was broken in, and on ascending to the second floor, they found that TEN PER CENT. NET.
Mr. Gilmore had departed in some haste, The Iowa Loan and Trust Company, Des
as he hail left his gold watch in his vest
Moines, Iowa.,
Meanwhile Officers Burns invents money for Eastern lenders at ten percent,
on a chair.
and Atkins had reached the root from the interest, net, payable semi-annually at the Chemical
National Bank, New York. All loans secured on imFourteenth street side just in time to see proved Real
Estate, and the collection in full guarthree men leap from a second story rear anteed by the Company. Lenders subject tc no ex
of Title, Coupon, Notes, Mortwindow into the yard of a dwelling front- pense. Full abstract
gage, &c., (made direct to lender,) forwarded on
ing ou Fifteenth street. The fugitives completion. New York and New England references
icaled the division fences with the agility and full information sent on application. Samuel
Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) Pres’t; Jam. Ii.
of cats, and were seen rapidly making j Heartwkll, Sec’y, Des
Moines, Iowa,
___

Uxto Mbert’tstmerits.

Having had long experience in the hotel business,
he flatter* himself that travellers and guest* wlm
patroni. e the American House will find a good table.
good room and attentive waiter*.
II
V I VNTASITJT
1M::.
Belfast, Nov.
-<tf

TTTF HAVE GIVEN UNDIVIDED ATTENTION
In the selection of these goods and having
H
bought them in LARGE QUANTITIES, we are
enabled to sell them at a greater REDUCTION of PRICES than ever.

Strayed

Only
“The Pioneer,”

WA»IS?~^Aet“19

I) E N 7 1 S

DRESS GOODS.

dog

FULL LINK OF DESIRABLE STYLES IN
on hand, selling at LOW
a large stock of Remnants on

this department
A
P1RCF.S. Also

SACKS mu] SHAWLS.
r>

A splendid assortment
rimming Goods on hand. We ha\.
made tills department a special!

of

j

anything in tlie Trim
iniug line can be found
<>i I? sroitr

GOODS.

M < K i ll/'. K f 1 > GI.on I s
too numerous to mention at
1 <>Y\ I till l>.

(

manv

i \TUI ML

FIELD, Jonesport
\\ interpoc, .him* lv, lv. 1.
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DEEDS
State.

El

to

received

on

depositors

us

S

AND sll AYlfA

11.iso.
C1ALI.
Misses’ and Gent'
otton

\

SPOOL
spool.
(’lark*-’
COMMON

T,«

THREAD.
I'll III A1

••

>

■*

ct<. I“l 11 SPOOL,
r..

no

the beet

Woolen
MIA

XTIOR

Goods.

\M> IloY'S NT.AR AT
« INI.
RLIVI ( TION.
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H
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to the

new

DOMESTIC PAPER PATTERNS.

building

on

1

storing sails,

LARGEST

AND

Solid

BELFAST.

MAINE.

he culls attention

Highest prices paid

for

eveivthing

lfast, Feb.

longer,

men

us

sooner or
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y
later

tliat

33
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lute.

Dr. EVANS
iREMEDY warrants a
cure or

2>
r~
r*

money refunded

j don't be skeptical—
iyou are curable—all we
—

t|\ A n n ■ ■
1 /m■%’ 111ask

A

-<

is

a

trial

satisfy

to

of the fact.

Druggist

for

:it, take no other—or
I send 75 cents to
an
" ith a

*.s

Balm OT Gilead
lew other ingredients. Each one like
extract

trom

the

CATAKKIl

HICKS & CO.,

Proprietors.

the Balm of Gilead is a medicine of itself.
The formula of this oil has been examined hy some
of the most eminent physicians, and pronounced by
them to do all It is recommended.

Throat, Horsene9s, inflammation

102 Federal St.,
r<>RTI AND.

CATARRH

WE WARRANT EVERY BOTTLE.
RATES.

LOW

a

enables

it

it will reuch your lutigs
and then you are too

m

Sores of most all kinds on man or beast, and excelling all other, for Scratches on Horses.

reputation

possible way.

deluv,

Don't

x
-i

For Sore

determination to more titan e\er merit
so generally accorded me for building
the STANDARD CARRIAGE, I have added new
and improved facilities to my factory and shall continue to Improve the quality of my carriages in every
With

the

^ li

m

of the Throat and Mouth, Colic, Cholera .Morbus,

EXTREMELY

Long experience of myself and
to build carriages unsurpassed

work.
In the

U. S, for BEAUTY and DURABILITY, at low

Xo better medicine for Headache, Toothache,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia Pains in the side, Back nr
.Stomach, than the Genu ne Balm of Gilead Oil.
“Is there no Balm in Gilead? Xo Physician there7
Prove all things; hold fas* that which is good?'
Prominent among its Many cures are BUIIXS,
SCALDS, I RESI1 CUTS, SPliAIXS, BRUISES,
FROSTED LIMBS, and I'll It R IK FA.
Be sure to buy the Genu in \ with the name of H.

B.

O.

B.

GREAT DISCOVERY!

A

d. Sikvi'.ns blown in the shoulder of the bottle,
1:3*Price .if» cents per botth
Apply to STEVENS & CO., Bangor, Maine.
Sold by Druggists and Apothecaries.
f.m .1

prices.

In addition to my very large stock 1 shall
tinue to make the Kimball Phaeton a

coil

spec-

ialty.

Call and examine whether you want

purchase

or

to

not.

L

•KjTAIl carriages bearing my nantp are
thoroughly warranted.
C. P. KIMBALL.

unfaiUne remedy for

An

corn if*,

colds,

itoarsrxkss,

ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, I XTCCT X7. A. SoRRXRSS, of the THROAT.

CASKETS

< 'HRST

}

»»i

every

style,

and

Size

on

hand and

T RIM M K I)

SHORT

NOTICE

THOMPSON'S.

(.

Priiea

Reasonable.

S. A. RENDELL.
DEALER

IN

Stoves, Tin Ware, Kitchen
Furnishing Goods.
Plows, Pumps, Lead Pipe,
Sheet Lead.

Fancy Goods,
Goods,
Clocks, &c.;
Holiday

Recently burned out, hus started again with a new
and complete stock, in Western Corner Store, upper
Gde of Main St., Stockton, Me.
Prices as LOW
at Sight.

n^-

the LOWEST.

Repairing done
fonsa

BARIA_TOS,
CORNETS,
TONES, BASSES,
Anil nil oilier Band Instruments.
Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double
Basses, and all Orchestral and Solo Instruments
Splendid Large Music Boxes,

Prices from $35 to $1100.
DRUMS AND FIFES for the Soldiers. The best
GUITARS for Guitar players. In fact all musical
instruments in common use, of the best material,
importe#or manufactured, and of reasonable prices.
Also all things needed to replace lost parts of in
struments, Violin and Guitar strings and all Musical
Merchandise. For sale by.
•T. C. HAYNES & CO
*i.3 Court St., Boston
rOpp Court House
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GIFT ENTERPRISE
The

only

Reliable liift Dislrilmtinn in (lie Coiintrs

#50,000

IN VALUABLE GIFTS!

D.

Li.

SINEWS

t68tU REGULAR MONTHLY

Brice

r. W. KINSMAN, Proprietor
Water Street, Augusta, Me.
::r. and 7:'» cents. Large bottles the
cheapest

will not

a
cure.

IN GOLD!

$5,000
Five

Ten

Prizes $500=

Prizes

$100

o

llREENBACKS
J JJ

One Family Carriage and -Matched Horst- with
Silver-mounted Harness, worth i?l,5ou! One Horst*
and Buggy, with Silver-mounted Harness, worth
$<K)0! One Fine-tonedIKosewood Piano, worth $.V»0!
Five Family Sewing Machines,
worth $100each!
150 Cold and Silver Lever Hunting Watches (in
all,) worth from $1*0 to $.‘{00 each !
Hold Chains, Silver-ware, Jewelry. &c., &c.

Number of Gifts 6,000 !

ordering them.
main office,

All letters must be addressed to

L. D.

101 W. Fifth St.

SINE, Box 80s
Cincinnati, 0

WANTED!
Book-keeper to keep
Store and Vest Shop.

LADY

tfif.

Apply to

S

I.

a

case

v

i

books iu

a

Variety

DODGE Brooks, M

At a Probate Court held at Bella-t, within and i'or
the Countv of Waldo, on tin- second l m-dav id
duly, A. 1>., 1871.

suid deceased’- estate.
Ordered, That the said Leah give notice to all
in
persons interested b* causing a cop\ oi iin-urd«
be published three weeks successively in the lb-publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they mav appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin
and for said County, on the second Tue-dav ot
August next, at ten of the clock before noon,’and
show cause, if any They have, why the praver of
said petition should not* be granted.’
ASA THl’lCl.urCH. Judge
A true copy, Attest —1C I*. Fit i>, Register.
on

FOWLE’S
Pile and Humor Cure.
I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE «perfect
all the worst forms of Bills, also two to
jive
in
LKEROSY, SCKOH LA, KliMTMATIH.M, SALT
Kill:* 'I. CATARRH, Kidney DnsfiASES, and all
diseases of the Skin, and the greatest Blood Blue
eh k ever discovered.
I'.ntirely vegetable. Send to
me and take back yonr money in all'cases of failure.
None for 10 yrs. II. D. FOWLK, Chemist, Boston.
Sold eve u y where. $1 a bottle. Send lor Circulars.
SniosQTeow
it re w

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored!

Belfast, within ami for
the -econd |'u,-<d:t\ ot

Bl'Kti F.SS Administrator of tin I.state
of .Samuel Burge.**, into ot Searsmont, in said
county of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
first and final account of Administration on said 1
tate for allowance together with hi* private claim.
Ordered, That tin- said Administrator give
notice to all persons interested b\ causing a copv ol
this order to be published three week* succes-.ivt l ’v in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he lu-ld at
Belfast, within and for said county, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv the
same should not be allowed.
ASA 1 lirKl.OCtilf. Judge
A true copy. Attest— B. P 1 n i.n. Kegi-ter

AI.BF.KT

At u Probate Court held at Belfast within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second fue-dav of
July, A. li., 1874.
^t >AN ARKAANDF.R. having presented a cer
^ tain instrument purporting to he the last will
and testament ot John Alexander, late of Beifa-d. in
said County of Waldo, deceased, for Probate.
On/trw/,’ That the said Sican give notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order to
persons
be published three weeks successively in the Repub
lican Journal printed at Bellu't, that they mav appear at a Probato Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin
ami for said Countv, on the second Tuesdav of August next, at ten of the clock before- noon, and show
tine should no! Imcause, if any they have, why the
proved, approved and allowed.
ASA Till Kl HCClf. Judge.
A true copy.
Atte-t- B. P. I II 1.1*. IP gist, r.

lit I I S L»RAKI\ lat. of I .ucoimilb
in tin-County of Waldo, d«.cou-ed, In giving I...ml
a-* tin* law iKrecta; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, ami those who Into* an»
demands then-on, to exhibit the .‘aim* for settleI 1 l/Alil I’ll 1 >»; \ K Iment to her.

upon
es! ate of

trust

Administrator of hu-

BAR/. ILL A

1W>PKINS, late of Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giv ing hoinl
as the law directs ; he therefore requests all persons

who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de.
mauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
HI:<sri.l. A. 1 REA 1.
to him.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he ha- been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust ,.f Administrator of
the estate of

Till'

MAltY A. IIOPKI NS, lah- of I /ankfort,
in the County ol Waldo, deceased, l.v giving bond
as the law directs; lie therefore requests all par-

indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
RI SSELL A. TULA I.
sons

who

are

subscriber hereby gives
concerned that she has been
taken upon herself the trust of
bonis non, of the estate of

THE

public notice to all
duly appointed and
Administratrix, do

JAMES A. AMES, laje of \Vinterport,

Physical Incapacity, Impediments to
Marriage, etc.; also, Consi-mption, Epilepsy and
Fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extrava-

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
June A. D. 1874.

J8t£r Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
The

practice,

that the

alarming

consequences of self-

abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use ol internal medicine or the
application of t he
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and effectual, bv means of which every sufferer, no matter what hfs condition may be, may cure
himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
&W" This Lecture should be in the hands of every
>outh and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a
plain envelope, to address,
lost-paid, on receipt of six cents or two stamps.
Address to Publishers,

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
12? Boweuy, ]V«w York;
1

Post Office Bov, 4)80
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gives public notice to all
concerned that he has been duly appointed and
Till',
taken
hiin-elf the
of

•lust published, a now edition otDr.
Culvorwoir* C«l*l>rat«al K»
•ay on the railicnl cure (without medicine) of SfKHMATORitiKEA or Seminal

ance, &c.
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( I Sit * %TI 1I1DIV 4 XT.
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in the County ofWaldo,decoased,bygivingbondas the
law’ directs; she therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
CAR I* IE E. KINGSBURY.

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses,Impotent y,

m

■■

Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
held ml, as is the ease with

OKZII.L.A

At a Probate Court held
the Countv of Waldo,
July, A. L>., 1874.

.ii

in the ( 'host and Side,
Liver Complaint, Heeding
at, the Lungs, &c.
Wistar’s

e.-ond Tue-dav of

1IADI.F.Y, Administratrix of the !
tate of Warren C. Hadley, late of Jackson, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
her second and final account of Administration on
said estate for allow ance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by
causing a copv ot
this order to be published three weeks successivelv
in the Kepuhlicun Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said Countv. on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of* the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, wh\ the
same should not he allowed.
ASA THl KLorclI, Judge.
A true copy,
\tte-t —1C P In i.i». Kegister.

>

ness

Belfast, within and for
the

*■

i*

Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore Throat, Pains or Sore-

LKAII

at
on

■

Croup, Whooping- Cough,

PATTKKsoX, widow- of William Part*
son, late of Thorndike, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
Albert S. Higgins may be appointed Administrator

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
July, A. L>. 1874.
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the most
reliable preparation ever introduced for the relief and
cure of all Lung-complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years.
When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
cure
in the most severe
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,
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Tickets limited to 50,000 !
AGENTS WANTED to SKI J. TICKETS to whom
Liberal Premiums will be paid.
Single Tickets $1.00; Six Tickets $5.00;
Twelve Tickets $10.00; Twenty-five
Tickets $20.00.
Circulars containing a full list of prizes, a description of the manner of drawing, and other information
in reference to the Distribution, will be sent to any
one
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proved by t!ie hundreds ot
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CONSUMPTION
which
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It will not make now lungs* but will pro von t the
disease from spreading throughout tho whole sub
stance of the
lungs, therefore facilitating recovery
It is prepared Irom Vegetable Extracts and Harks
of wonderful healing properties, and this Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen, and
others, testimonials from whom 1 can furnish without number.
Don’t fail to try it.
It is pleasant to take. See
that the name of E. \\
Kinsman is blown in the
bottle.
Bottles
and
Circulars free.
-fthtTSample
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Fancy Confectionery,
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No discount

AGENTS WAITED
ll.

Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Cigars.
Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, Twine,
Sugar and Molasses Corn
Cakes, Corn Candy,
Cocoanuts, &c., &c.
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JOHN L. ROPER. Pres’t.
Tickets entitled to (iitts not exceeding one Hun
dred Dollars, if purchased, directly or indirectly, at
the New York Branch, will he paid there, oil presen
tation, without charge, for thirty days from me tilth
day alter the drawing.
ffENRY V. MQORE, Secretary.
Parties desiring to aid this undertaking ran pro
cure Tickets, and circulars giving full particular', at

in the .11 \'K
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This Concert is strictly 1 >r MASONIC purposes, and will be conducted with the same liheralio
honesty, and fairness which characterized the tir t

and 01,1) .Ml. I' A I. line.

a

Jewelry

ASSORTMENT

ii

\

NO INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS.

Cornur MAIN and CKOSS Streets, Belfast, Maine.
)>eg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally, that thev are now prepared to wait upon
them at short notice. All orders hv mall promptlv
attended to.
A. A. lll'HU,
tttl
.1. W. COOMBS.

Alaine.

BEST
OF

II. 8. Flint A Co.
Metical Depot.
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IVr Week.
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TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

CHARLES R. THOMBS

Fancy Goods,

Spectacles

Two

main long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Ouaker

Prepared l>y Dr.

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

tism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Dillieulties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact.
everything caused by an impure
state of the Hlood or deranged
condition of Stomach, Liver, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Quaker Hitters a gentle, so<dhing
so

J>:l

FOR MT. DESERT & MAC HI AS.

Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chills, Rheuma-

.11-

April

Leila'!.

R. H MOODY.
Aiient f..r r.clfas an<l i ii.it
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< n turner
may alway* depend upon finding at my
Store one ot the largest and mo*t complete Mock 01
<.ood* in my line, to be found In this section of the
State. To which I am con-tantlv adding NT.W ami
Dl MBABLK l’ATTKKXS.
In mv watch work department, I am assisted bv
nr. ,fOMi;i»n m
n or H<»«ton a most
thorough and finished workman. Customers innv
depend upon cartful and prompt attention to all
work left In mv cure. All parts made new an t fitted
when required.

in

l»e :i< <•ouipanieil b
inn
Hill ol Lading
daplicatr. All fi***iurlii bill' nin-t be paid on
i-r ot'gorxl'.
<1
WI LLS, Agent.
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NOT TAIL To LOOK A MU R STOCK oT
RariOoN and learn tin- I'RU IA „r Tlil.M.

Ware,
Scissors, Knives, Brushes,

Repaired

a

50,000 TICKETS

I
REGION ED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to r<
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
lirst days of June, July, August and .'September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from to 1J A. AL, and •_* to 4 R. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 1’. noon.
John H. tjn.MRY, Treas
\s.\ FAI M l’, l'rest.
tf
Belfast, .June ttth, ls?4.
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<itlice hours from 0 o’clock A. M., to -1 o’clock E.M.
JAMES <.. RENDI.I 1DN, Rre-i.
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Clocks,

Masonic Relief
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retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the following com-

stimulant,

I HO I SAl.D At 'KKs ol choice
town of Whiting,
sold on easy
Washington County, Maine,
From
three
to
at
a
terms,
bargain.
eight turn a day
can
made from when- the Lumber may be cut, to
the harbor when- \ essels will be to load, at thu
southwest part of the town, called Holmes Bay.
Persons wishing to purchase ship timber or stave
stock will lind it to their advantage to examine this
property. A House and Barn, with land that cuts
about tiit ceu tons of Hay, will he sold with the above
A.
if desired. For.flirtlu-r particulars apply to I
A. MAN*
M\.\S11EL1», dr.. Wiiiterport. or I
|

given to making and inserting

SECOND AND LAST

tin*
Aliol imber Land, situated inwill
be
!

and

FANCY
11 AS liIRBv>NS.
Novelties
SI and

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

Land For Sale.

k or wiiitf. goods in

'injure*, Lawn*, Striped and
Plain Nainsook at prices that cannot be met h\
Malta 1 .aces, (Jimps ami Sack

at

ANK

THE

WHITS GOODS
t

SNOW, Northport.

KIEL!)
acres) lying east ward of tin* shore
road to Northport, being a part ot the well
known Eells Farm, three-quarters of a injle from tin*
Belfast l'ost Otfrce. Cuts twenty tons of hay.
Has
a tin*- wharf privilege and i- desirable for building
ot-. tr.l
Enquire at Telegraph office, Bt I iwsj.

8a.r>o.

ornament-’.

<

For Sale.

rrr.ivr.n A ] ]U <u in'voici <>\ spuing
%,> and Summer Suck* and ShawL. i.lain.i Luce
•'haw 1
and Sacks. Shetland Shawls from

i august sru«
rpni
Rclt'ast. Such aj 1
1

May still bo found at tho old stand of I
Mooro, cornor of Churoh tfiui !
Spring St roots. Has all tho latost
improved instruments lor operating upont« th, in
eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber er Celluloid Ru e, us persons prefer,
lie has the country right for the use of
Dr. Folsom's Improved Dentai Plates.
L)r.

WHITMORE has lately fitted up his
house, and now has suitable accommodation
lor a number of fiENTLEMAN BOARDERS, l.ocation central and terms reasonable. Applvto
tfl
WHITMORE & IU., High Street.

I71R

berries,

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

Gentlemen Boarders Wanted.

hand for Misses’ wear selling at if A 1 F
THF1R VALUE. Customers would do
well to call and see the excellent
shades and Id'W PRKT.'C

i<>

DR. G. P. LOMBARD,

MKAMEK

j

These celebrated Hitters are composed of choice Hoots, Herbs, and
Harks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other

DE2TTISTHY!

give

will be suitably rewarded by
Hw2*
HENRY J.

per Week.

Trips

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,

QUAKER BITTERS

|

Thursday

Dog,

T

1

owner in Northport, on
the
9th inst., a large Hound
white with tan
ears and a tan spot on shoulder.
Whoever will return said
or
information for his recovery

FROM

si.Tr>

the

tlii1 llmile' Four

«n

-IKAMKIi

DR. FLINT’S

Church Street,
n::ii
BELFAST, ME.

Stolen.

or

Tun Sluuncrs

Hay ford Block,

WILL l'AV TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS UKWARD for information which will lead to the
conviction of the person or persons who broke iuto
my building, in Northport, on the shore of the Bay.
and stole certain article therefrom.
K. II. HER RIM AX.
Belfast, July 14th, 1874.—3w2

Alpacas.

ARBAMMENT5 FOR THE SEASON OF 1*71.

G, J STODDARD, D, D, $,

at the .Font-

same

I

Black

at Law!

business entrusted t„ liim will reei-ive
rompt attention.

A. A. HURD A CO.,
CALVIN HERVEY FEATHERS OH HAND #? LOW PRICES.
Successors to Mace & Hurd,

••

CIOLLKOIATE

the

A\ ri\ LOWELL.

IIOSTOA

IIARADEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me,

REWARD OFFERED.

<

“No; for your black cross is heavy bearing:
Tedious counting these stone beads must be.
*h, but there are jewels worth the wearing
Waiting in the sunny world for me ;

leaving

FOR

WALLACE,

Attorney

tf >

Belfast, July 11th, 1871.—‘.i*

W»* are enabled to give to the public the best
'election the market affords, at Prices that
cannot fail to please our Patrons.

.•

<

GEO. E.

one

THIS

IN

■

full of light and langour.
Northern soul too grey with Northern frost
Ashes—ashes after tires of anger—
Lov e and beauty—what a world I lost!”

of

CITY, July Otli, a Kid PoeketfBook containing a note for $10o payable to Sarah Harris.
Also a $10 bill and some small change. The limler

Style

at Law!

14
STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by li. K. Hoyle.

LOST.
owing

Philharmonic, Vesper

r
wrenches V O I ( h
C*
!i srrent % illume of tune,
lars' tools, such as jimmii
IMBLOH, €11111(11
miitub e
were found.
?G l*e5< Bii .ILL
It i1 now clear that an attack on the
vaults of the two safes was to have been ! WATER’S New Scale PIANOS
/ a line ringing lone,
‘.m
great power
The lth
made on the night of July Jd
1 ,..f all modmi improvement*. amt o?v tfr.
of July came on Saturday and is a holi- IIMC PlA.YOt *1 4 MIL Tliewe Organs
l*iano* nr<‘ warranted far (• yearn.
day. This dnv, with Sunday would have and
PltK IN i:\i ne.1IELl Loiv
cash.
been amply sufficient to have torn tiic
part (axil and balance in montlily
safe all to pieces.
payments. Necond Hand 1 nAlthough the Secreta- ((uartcrly
strunienis taken
exchange, IklbUT.i
ry visits the hank every day. he could 4VA1 i’Ell
every C ounty ./; th< 1’. H a/ni

on

JOHNSON,

Attorney
MAIN

Belfast, locatH-.dl, Opposite

Church street under Pierce’s
llayford Opera House.
A Bargain to the rigid Parties.

POWERS,

HORSE

j

Descending

too

G. E.

Saloon For Sale.

—

LATEST IMPROVED

not seen.
The men were at once j
taken to the Sixteenth precinct station

“Yet, with music in the dewy distance
And the whole land dowering at my leel.
Through this convent-garment’s dark resistance
Backward 1 can hear my tierce heart heat.

T

A

—

Lg^i
#\jT»l3.Ureat

was

house.

orhips
distressing' burden by

MONEYJWANTED.
rr ill.l i; TllunsA' i) 30O0/<l«U»r. waut.ilon
Real Estate Security.
tlol
Address P. O. Box No 107, Belfast.

suspending

The successful (lilmore, however,

ran.

Thus?”—and,with a feverish ham! and shaken,
Round her hea l the precious veil «he wound,
“Faith in man,” she said, “I have forsaken:
Faith in God most surely 1 have lound.

Tropic eyes

THE LADIES’

avenue.

mortal map hath noted.
Lying remote—a sunset Laud of Ease!
W hereto the voyager is softly limited
Across the Lethean seas.
Hi-iv is

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON having presented

BAYOLINE
QUININE

Dressing

I
1

Itocklund
1 l»• i lit
:

not

an

Alcoholic AN

a

...i

It

1

in

\\

1

\l

;■

lin

In

in

l\ A. CUOlw MS
\\l>

1

.'

I: I I

•

N

Supt.

ril’FNT-

H. EDDY
nr

lksinns,

money.

A\ a-hianloit to pro
there.aw
tin- it-t al giv.o !•
in\ enters.
I \|.S
II- II Mi
”! regard Mr. l'.dd) a nm «.i tin nm-t a pa Me and
u>th " limu I have lunl >n
successful praotiti«*m
HMJI.I.S M ASON,
licial intere.iai-f
* omVr nf Patent-."
•‘1 have mi 11 i!aii n 1 in assuring inventors that
a
man
wi./tr.anjntrnt ami trust
[hey canin>t emplo)
forth u and more capable of putting; their applica
ions 111 a form to secure fur them an« arlv ami lav «»r
d.le consideration at tin- Patent Office.
liPMI N L) Pd PK K. late ( 0111- r of Patents.’
Ah. K. H. 1.di»a has made for rue over TH1KTA
ipplications for Patents, having been successful lu
ilmo-t every case. Such unmistakable proof of
great
•dent and ability on his part leads me to recommend
n.i. inventors to
to him to procure their pa
apply
cuts, as they may be sure ot having the most faith
ul attention bestowed
upon their cases, and at verv
easonable charges.
loIlN IACGAHT'
Pulton. Pin. 1 1
t
lvr-~

Patent,'and

Attention

especially invited to Rlatcldev's
Improved Bracket & New
■'rop Clteck Valve, which can la-

1

withdrawn without removing the
rump, or disturbing the joints.
Also, the Copper Chamber,which
never cracks or scales, and w ill
outlast any other.
For sale by Dealers & the Trade
11 1 ..

•’

'lire a
lu re saved

1 atont

Ilw.nino

I'..
Inti
i!
.ii 1.!
|.
.1. I ill

1

BLATCHI.Krs

ri.llOVolll.

.1
III

i!

><it(ntabitilii ■/ ,nv.uii.m<
All necessity o| a jourm ■>

ImprovedcnTllBEIt Wood
Ml’, lusteless, Durable; 1-1 Himill (■hc1,I). n„. b,.,t
;;i.‘ii(
j.limp
lor t»i«- lcust

vax

I

in-ut -, ami .ill }»:,j,f
i. >
p ,;, ul
e.nt. .| on rea-.
llilf terms, with despatch.
ip rarclm- made
it.
ermine the validitv a ml militv
Patents of' Inven
inm. ami legal ami other advice rendered in a!
nattci-'* touching tin -aim
npies ,»t iin* rlaiin- i*
V*
i_ii>' patent furnished b\ remitting one dollat
-igniueiit- recorded in \\ a-hington.
An .11/01.7/ in tin
nihil Stoi,
,»..••
r(i<'ilifi s t'nr oht iuiinj /'ui
at‘iiin.i'1 (

IM

3d

:i

<•

No. 711 State St. opposite Kiltiy St., Boston
A A I l.!.‘ in \t« u i'. pravii.e >1 upward* ol
xA. fa ■. ml iuiif 1..
i.
| :it< lit intlifl nil»
•'i:iii'. ai-* it «ii-fat I’.ritain. I ran.
ami other loi
11
‘.in'll.-,
a\i'iiiv.
specifications, A -1 *» n

nomical Hair Dressing now in n
Price 5U cents per bottle, f or '■ale to all lU ay ;i'is
'l’he proprietor oldtayoliue upon receipt <>l ;i
cent stamp, will send to any address a hook full of
duo- _•
valuable cooking and other receipt-.
JOHN \\ l*! t:Kl\v o
\V. F. I’HlI.I.li’S & ( o
Portland.
Agents
Wholesale
CO.,

is

v

kill lu!
1 it

■,

BAYOLINE,
BAYOLINE, ffives new life to the II.
BAYOLINE, keeps the head cool.
BAYOLINE, *s the eleanes!, best, al"!
*s

Ifll\ i»if;

..

k
in

Fi.r Iineiili.ni>. Trak Harks

delightful dreeing.
f.diiio

It-

lunl n

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS

eradicates Dandruff

BAYOLINE, prevents the hair from
BAYOLINE, i-< not greasy or stick\.

i:

...

Ii

in \t .I
< in i.
1

K

genuine Jiayoline, prepared only by JLEVI TOWER, Jr., Boston.
if. It.,
BAYOLINE, "‘II increase the growth
=1

In- \t

■

\MlvliH

ontls and breaking otf; i-t not grea-y or -nicky, ii al
nays leavos :t sense of eomtort nnd cleanliness at
t.lined by no other preparation.
It. ~uia* vou «r»-t tin

»'

'gilt ! .nil
:'eight I- :n

freight

Tver Used.

people art of mir ojtini.Mi fun
1. cerningthU popular preparation now being -o
*• xt«• 11<iv* 1 v used.
1 hey till agree that ii i :i p.-rf.-ct
H UK Intix-lM..
keeps tin- hair from lulling out,
makes it soft ami pliabl. cl<*»in«*s the ^culp, i-radi
cates dandruff, .-tops tin
hair from splitting at tin

BAYOLINE,
BAYOLINE,

■>

-i.

ill Itostoll

\ I >S of

a cer-

tain instrument purporting to be an authenticated copy of the last will and testament of Charles A.
Heckscher, late of New York, in the County of
New York, deceased, for the purpose of having the
same allowed, tiled and recorded, and letters testa
menatry issued to Stephen N an Rensselaer, one of
the Executors therein named, Percy li. Pyne, a coexecutor having declined the trust.
Ordered, That the said > Williamson give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published five weeks successively in tha
Republican Journal, printed at Relfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said Countv, on the second Tuesday ol
August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
^aid petition should not be granted.
ftw5a
ASA THERLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—JL P Fifli>. Register.

i.

TONIC.

HAIR

The Best Hair
mill M

«

-•

1

w

ruinp, and if not l'or sale in vour town, send direct
to
CHAS. G. BLATCHLEY.
Manufacturer,
‘•m •'
.tki t nmmeree <t.. Philadelphia. Pi

]

